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ABSTRACT
Bruce, Adam L. MSAA, Purdue University, May 2016. Statistical Characterization of
Attitude Determination Algorithms using Two Noisy Vector Measurements. Major
Professor: Carolin Frueh.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, we analyze the statistical characteristics of three
common spacecraft attitude determination algorithms using two input vectors convolved with zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaussian measurement noise. Our results suggest the attitude error distributions associated with a spherical-noise sampling model
are robustly non-Gaussian but highly structured. By inspecting attitude error histograms corresponding to a variety of input variance noise distributions, we isolate two
driving factors, the relative measurement noise variance and relative true measurement geometry, which appear to correlate with observable morphological variability
between error histograms. For practical measurement conditions we find calculated
error histograms can be parameterized by generalized Gamma distributions, and for
at least one significant class of measurement conditions these distributions are entirely
described by a single scale parameter which is a linear function of the input variance.
We furthermore find that both geometric estimates of the attitude via TRIAD and
quaternion solutions to Wahba’s problem are largely similar both in accuracy and distributional morphology, converging at the distributional level for relative input noise
variance ratios as low as 25:1.

1

1. Introduction
1.1

Executive Summary
A necessary prerequisite for implementing any control system, or using any in-

strument reading on an aerospace vehicle, is knowledge of the vehicle’s rotational
orientation, or attitude, with respect to a known reference. In many applications,
dynamical models of the vehicle rotational motion are unavailable or unreliable, and
a method for determining instantaneous vehicle attitude purely from vector measurements is crucial. Attitude determination algorithms which use only instantaneous
vector measurements are referred to as “static”, due to the absence of dynamical
variables, and include most space missions, attitude control systems for tactical and
strategic interceptor missiles, and fly-by-wire aircraft flight control systems.
In practice vector measurements are never exact, but rather corrupted with noise
and follow a statistical distribution. Noisy vector measurements cause attitude determination algorithms to return attitude estimates which themselves follow a statistical
distribution, the understanding of which is necessary for understanding the quality of
the attitude estimate. The chief purpose of the current investigation is to advance the
understanding of attitude statistics, and in particular the statistics resulting from vector measurements whose angular coordinates are zero-mean Gaussianly distributed,
as might be expected for vectors confined to the surface of a unit sphere, such as those
measured by a star tracker1 . A specific goal in this investigation is the comparison
of three commonly used attitude determination methods, TRIAD, QUEST, and the
q-Method2 from a statistical perspective, including their relative attitude distributions and moments given identical vector measurement distributions. We improve
1
2

Discussed in section 1.2.1.
Introduced in section 1.3 and discussed completely in chapter 4

2
on previous work toward a similar end, namely the QUEST Measurement Model
introduced in [1], by using a Monte Carlo approach which is capable of computing
the distribution from a complete, nonlinear measurement model, and which makes
relatively few assumptions compared with the QMM, discussed further in chapter 4.
Since our approach allows us to study attitude statistics at a very general level, our
results have the potential to broadly impact the implementation and selection of attitude determination algorithms, sensor and instrument selection, and system design
in a wide variety of applications, some of which are described above.
We find that contrary to predictions of the QMM not all attitude error distributions are nonzero-mean, nongaussian, and symmetric. We find that variation in
relative geometry of the ‘true’ measurement vectors3 when coupled with variation in
the relative variance of the measurement distribution leads to a wide variety of error
histogram morphologies, but also that many significant measurement arrangements
result in largely similar histogram morphologies, which histograms of a scalar magnitude error parameter closely fit by generalized gamma distributions. Furthermore we
are able to identify the relative standard errors of the input distributions as a single
parameter, which appears to both indicate the degree of separation between attitude
distributions resulting from TRIAD and QUEST/q-Method, and partition the error
histograms into similarity classes, which are related by a single scale parameter.

1.2

Attitude and Attitude Determination
Static attitude determination is the process of determining the attitude of a vehicle

using only vector measurements from onboard sensors. In order to understand this
process we must understand first the mathematical theory of attitude, in particular
the relation of attitude to rotation, and how the attitude matrix can be parameterized,
via results in rotation theory, to smaller parameter sets. These topics are discussed
completely in chapter 2 and chapter 3 but we shall introduce them here.
3

Specified by fiat in the Monte Carlo method as discussed in chapter 5.

3
In applying the theory of rotation to vehicle attitude we treat the vehicle like a
rigid body4 . If the vehicle is free to move translationally and rotationally in three dimensions unconstrained, the rigid body assumption reduces the number of dynamical
degrees of freedom to six: three translational and three rotational. We write the laws
of mechanics for this approximation in the most appropriate way for the problem,
which is in reference to the vehicle’s center of mass, thus allowing us to separate the
translational and rotational degrees of freedom from one another. The translational
degrees of freedom may then be investigated by Newton’s second law and the resulting
motion represented by the coordinates of the vector x in some, typically contextually
clear, reference frame. The main purpose of investigations into translational motion
of the vehicle is typically either to understand the physics which produces the forces
on the center of mass, or as in the case of orbital mechanics, to understand the natural
motion of the center of mass when immersed in a potential field.
It might initially seem we may address rotations in the same way, by defining a
“rotation vector” f and finding its components with respect to the center of mass.
We immediately find this impossible since for any vector f attached to the center
of mass we may only fix a single axis of rotation, leaving the two remaining axes
undetermined. The next logical step is to fix the two other axes with vectors g and h
but now we find the triplet (f , g, h) produces a many-to-one relationship, since the
vector magnitudes are irrelevant in fixing the orientation of the axis, a consequence
of the rigid body assumption, and furthermore any three non-coplanar vectors may
be chosen so as to indicate the same rotation. We remedy the first complication by
scaling the rotation vectors by their magnitudes, so that f , g, and h may only be
unit vectors and the second by fixing the relative geometry of the vector triplets,
the simplest way being so they are all mutually orthogonal. By doing so we see
that fixing a rotation in three dimensional space is equivalent to fixing a rotated
basis of R3 . Furthermore if a fixed reference basis chosen the rotational state of the
4

Although some attitude formulations for flexible vehicle structures exist, there is no single, unified way to even represent the state of flexible vehicles, thus the rigid-body assumption is almost
universally employed.
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vehicle need only be specified as the matrix which carries the reference basis into the
basis defining the rotation. The rotational orientation of a vehicle is often called the
“attitude” and the matrix which rotates the reference basis into the rotated basis the
“attitude matrix”. Chapter 2 gives a complete treatment of the connection between
the rotation of bases and the attitude matrix. We shall for the moment accept that
attitude may be represented by a rotation matrix, by which we mean a matrix which
is orthogonal and has determinant +1.
Having a way to treat rotation we might ask if there is a simpler way to represent
it. The attitude matrix is 3 × 3 in three dimensions, thus possessing a total of
nine elements. The constraints that the matrix be both orthogonal and have unity
determinant however imply that not all nine of these are independent. Indeed they
are not and often attitude is represented in terms of smaller parameter sets consisting
of only three or four elements. Attitude representation theory is a dense and extensive
subject. Its long history has left many confusing and sometimes contradictory ideas,
as well as large variety of notation, much of which is mutually inconsistent, unclear,
and varies from author to author. Furthermore there are dozens of representations
of attitude, many of which are closely related but distinct in significant ways. A
survey by Shuster [2] estimates at least 36 distinct representations in use in 1993 and
subsequent decades have only seen an increase in representations of attitude. We shall
fortunately only consider two representations other than the attitude matrix itself.
The first is the axis-angle representation, which is discussed at length in chapter 2.
This is a classical representation introduced by Rodrigues [3] which is primarily useful
as an analytic tool since it allows the magnitude of a three dimensional rotation to
be expressed by the principle angle of the attitude matrix, a scalar parameter. We
shall for instance represent the error between an estimated and true attitude by the
principle angle of the “error matrix” which rotates the estimated attitude into the
true attitude. The second representation is the quaternion representation, which
uses a set of four parameters q1 , q2 , q3 , and q4 to represent the rotation. These four
parameters were classically defined as coefficients for mathematical objects called

5
“quaternions”, obtained via an extension of the complex generators 1 and i to an
additional two generators j and k. By sending these generators to the standard basis
of R4 we establish a canonical homeomorphism between the quaternions and four
dimensional Euclidean vectors, allowing us to use quaternions as column vectors and
thereby reducing quaternion algebra to linear algebra in many cases. Thus q in a
way becomes the “attitude vector” we originally sought, though it is four dimensional
and its components do not have an immediate physical interpretation. The details
of quaternion theory and its application to attitude representation are the topic of
chapter 3. It is also to be noted that we’ll use the Rodrigues parameters in deriving
the QUEST algorithm, but we shall not be concerned extensively with their theory
and thus will discuss them briefly and solely in connection to the quaternions.
Although the theory of attitude representation is intellectually satisfying and
practically significant, it does not itself solve the major problem in which we are
interested–the determination of vehicle orientation relative to a fixed reference. The
information necessary to making this determination originates with physical measurements made either onboard the vehicle or through ground support systems and
is then used to construct an estimate of the attitude using an attitude determination
algorithm. Such problems of determining orientation constrained to the surface of a
two dimensional surface have existed for hundreds, if not thousands of years, being of
interest to maritime navigation, but the determination of full three dimensional heading and orientation first came to significance in aeronautics, where aircraft needed to
determine their heading and orientation relative to a fixed ground frame. The “aircraft attitude determination” problem was largely solved by the means of gyroscopic
equipment which could reliably determine attitude relative to a known starting point
and fixed trim, but which is plagued by mathematical and mechanical singularities
such as the infamous “gimbal lock”5 . The dawn of the space age introduced a fundamentally different set of constraints to the problem of three dimensional attitude
5

We shall show in chapter 2 that “gimbal lock” singularities occur in any three parameter representation of vehicle attitude
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determination, with the emphasis shifting from reliance on analog devices and human operation to autonomous, high-frequency attitude determination for artificial
satellites using only onboard sensors. It is for this purpose that a variety of methods
for determining the attitude of space vehicles have been created, the first appearing
during the 1960s with work continuing to the present day.
Attitude determination is therefore significant due to its role as a method of determining rotational orientation, which might be used as feedback for control over
the vehicle’s three rotational degrees of freedom or in its own right in applications
where knowledge of vehicle or vehicle-mounted instrument pointing is critical, such
as interpreting images from an optical payload on an aircraft or spacecraft. Every
attitude determination algorithm in common use returns the exact attitude matrix if
the measurements input into the algorithm are exact. Real measurements are noisy
however and therefore attitude matrices produced using real measurement inputs are
not exact. Since the attitude determination algorithms we will consider make no attempt to filter measurements or use prior state information, the only capacity they
have to correct for noise is to change the weighting so that more precise measurements are preferentially treated. It is therefore imperative to the correct application
and interpretation of determined attitude solutions that the error distribution of the
attitude determination algorithm be well understood.

1.2.1

Instrumentation

A variety of instrumentation is used for attitude determination. From the standpoint of this work, attitude sensors can be split into two classes. The first class are
sensors which detect a direct physical vector that must be normalized before entry
into the algorithm, the major instrument of this type being the fluxgate magnetometer (used on missions where the geomagnetic field is strong enough to be sensed). The
second class of attitude sensor are those which sense angles which are reconstructed
into a unit Cartesian vector to be used in the attitude determination algorithm. There

7
are far more commonly used instruments of this type, including star trackers [4–10],
sun sensors [4, 11, 12], gyroscopes [4, 13, 14], and even GPS arrangements [15–17]. As
we have mentioned before, our work will assume the instruments used to obtain measurement vectors are in this class, an important reason for this being the difference in
measurement and therefore noise model between these classes. The most important
member of the second class is the star tracker, which uses a camera to successively
image star fields, that are then identified and compared to generated images of known
star fields in a database. By matching the observed star field to the predicted star
field in the reference frame, the star tracker may be used to compute one or more
measurement vectors. We shall not discuss star tracker matching algorithms or vector
determination methods in detail here, as they are beyond the scope of the current
work. We shall furthermore not discuss the exact measurement models or reconstruction and prediction models used by any angular instrument, instead assuming simply
that two angular vectors are available, and that their noise affects the measurement
vectors at the angular level. This also means that we shall not discuss instrumentation further beyond this point, as we primarily hope to examine the affect of an
angular noise model on attitude statistics in the most general possible case.

1.3

Historical Development of Static Attitude Determination Algorithms
Before describing the scope of this research, it is good to understand the historical

development of the field of attitude determination. A much more detailed treatment,
including complete derivations of all the algorithms we will use, and notes on their
mathematical characteristics is given in chapter 4. For now we will only give a brief
overview.
We begin with a simple argument noting why we require at least two measurements to form an attitude solution. We presume the values of the reference frame
basis known and fixed, thus to find the attitude we need only the basis in the body
frame, or three vectors, totaling at most nine components. Each vector is a unit
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vector, thus can only contribute two independent components, leaving at most six
independent components in total. Now recall we fixed each vector to be orthogonal
to the others, thus another three constraints, leaving three independent components.
We made no other constraints and therefore conclude at least three independent, directional, components are needed to compute an attitude solution. By “directional”
we mean scale invariant, e.g. vector magnitude cannot contribute a component since
all the useful information is constrained to the unit sphere. By the same reasoning
we find each measurement vector gives us two independent directional components,
thus the least number of vectors needed is two and the least number of independent components which allow a solution to be computed is four. By counting we
see the attitude problem is inexorably overconstrained. Moreover the constraints are
not typically consistent, viz. it is impossible to satisfy all four. Fortunately, due to
measurement noise, this may be seen as a feature rather than a limitation. The more
information typically available, the better an estimate can be produced, therefore the
fact that the attitude problem is always overconstrained is not practically important.
If the measurement vectors were perfect then we would find one of the constraints
redundant and thus obtain a perfect analytic solution for the attitude.
TRIAD, the first attitude determination method, was originated by Black [1, 18–
21] and is completely geometric in nature. Measurements provide two vectors in the
body frame, while high-fidelity models provide the same information in the reference
frame. Using these four vectors, orthonormal triads can be constructed for the body
and reference frame, and straightforward multiplication of rotation matrices delivers
the attitude matrix directly. Its simplicity, reliability, and ease of implementation
have allowed TRIAD to remain in common use even to the present day. Drawbacks
of TRIAD include the fact that it can only use two measurements, rather than an
arbitrary number, and also cannot change the exact weighting of the measurements,
other than to use the most precise of the two as the primary triad axis.
The next major development in attitude determination was the short note of
Wahba [22] proposing her famous problem. Wahba made the ansatz that a good
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estimate of the attitude results from a least-squares minimization of the error term e =
||b−Ar|| where b is the body frame measurement, r the reference frame measurement,
and A the attitude matrix. Wahba’s problem is thus equivalent to finding the special
orthogonal matrix which minimizes the “Wahba loss function”
J(A) =

N
1X
wn ||bn − Arn ||2 ,
2 n=1

(1.1)

where N is the total number of measurement vectors and wn are arbitrary weighting
factors. Solving Wahba’s problem yields algorithms more general than TRIAD, since
both an arbitrary number of vectors and arbitrary weighting of the vectors are allowed.
For the two vector case solutions to Wahba’s problem behave like TRIAD methods
with generalized weighting between the two measurements. As the weighting favors
one measurement over the other estimates resulting from any solution to Wahba’s
problem converge to the estimates produced by TRIAD, and in this way TRIAD
may also be identified as the limiting case of Wahba’s problem with two observations
where wmin → 0.
The first useful solution to Wahba’s problem was due to Davenport and is discussed in [4, G. M. Lerner “Three-axis attitude determination”] and [23, Sec. 5.3.1].
Davenport found the loss function could be rewritten in terms of a quadratic form of
the unit quaternions and by maximizing this quadratic form one minimized the loss
function and thus solved the problem. It may be shown by a number of methods,
including constructing the quaternions in an eigenbasis, constructing a constrained
minimization problem using a Lagrange multiplier, or by arguing from the theory
of quadratic forms of a real, symmetric matrix, that solving Wahba’s problem was
equivalent to finding the largest eigenvalue of the matrix of the quadratic form. Its
eigenvector, a unit quaternion, then yields the least-squares estimate of the attitude.
Davenport’s method came to be known as the ‘q-Method’, most likely due to the fact
that it returns the attitude estimate as a quaternion.
The next major development in attitude determination was the development of
QUEST, the QUaternion ESTimator algorithm by Shuster [1,24,25]. Shuster realized
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that Davenport’s eigenproblem could be solved simply by transforming the quaternions into the Rodrigues parameters, decoupling the problem into a 3 × 3 linear
system of the Rodrigues parameters, which are given by normal matrix inversion in
terms of the q-Method eigenvalue, and then the eigenvalue solved for by an iterative
method on the remaining equation. The power of QUEST came with the fact that
a simple initial estimate of the eigenvalue is immediately available from inspecting
the Wahba loss function. In particular if J ≈ 0 then it can be shown starting with
Eq. (1.1) λ ≈

P

n

wn . If the weighting factors are chosen well, attitude estimates

resulting from using QUEST with λ = λ0 (viz. no iteration) often perform nearly
identically, in terms of error, with estimates resulting from the more computationally
expensive q-Method. The exact meaning of ‘chosen well’–viz. the question of why the
weighting factors, being arbitrary, should provide a good estimate of the q-Method
eigenvalue–were answered by the work of Markley and Shuster [20, 26], who showed
that Wahba’s problem can be connected to maximum likelihood estimation if (1)
the statistics of the input measurements are assumed to be zero-mean, uncorrelated,
Gaussian distributions, and (2) we make the identification
wn =

1
,
σn2

(1.2)

where σn is the standard deviation of the nth distribution. Thus if J ≈ 0 the zerothorder estimate of λ becomes
λ≈

N
X

1
,
2
n=1 σn

(1.3)

which simultaneously provides both a specific and unique way to choose the weights
and also connects Wahba’s ansatz to a more fundamental principle of statistics, thus
resolving the problem of how initially arbitrary6 weighting could provide good estimates of the q-Method eigenvalue, thus the estimated attitude. It is interesting to
note however that attitude estimates from QUEST, regardless of the selection of wn ,
tend to be very similar to those of the q-Method.
6

now most certainly not arbitrary, since the σn are presumed to be real, known features of the
measurement statistics.
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Work on connecting Wahba’s problem to maximum likelihood estimation was just
one line of research concerning error analysis of attitude determination methods. In
[26] was also presented a Fisher information analysis using a linearization of the error.
The linearization of the error and statistical information computed from linearized
models is reported in [1, 20] and [23, Sec. 5.5], establishing the QMM discussed in
section 1.4.
Finally new solutions to Wahba’s problem were found. The Method of Sequential
Rotations [24, 26, 27] was introduced by Shuster in order to address the case where
the 3 × 3 matrix inverted to deliver the Rodriques parameters was singular. Mortari
introduced a related algorithm called the “Estimator of the Optimal Quaternion” or
ESOQ [25, 28, 29] to avoid singularities arising from the antisymmetric partitioning
of the quaternion into Rodrigues parameter equations and a constraint equation as
in QUEST. In order to explicitly compute the attitude matrix without the intermediate use of a quaternion, several matrix solutions to Wahba’s problem were found
and published. The first was the computationally inefficient but analytically useful
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method7 [30, 31] which lead to the origination
of the computationally efficient Fast Optimal Attitude Matrix (FOAM) method by
Markley [32]. These methods, while significant, are less widely used than QUEST
and TRIAD, both because of the more complex theory involved in understanding
them and also because QUEST and TRIAD have gained such a vast amount of flight
heritage and often meet mission requirements well enough that ESOQ and the matrix
methods are frequently not required.
Although we shall not discuss dynamic estimation at length here, it is worth
noting that dynamic attitude determination methods, as opposed to the static methods discussed above, based on Kalman filtering have been successfully employed for
decades in real space missions. The application of Kalman filtering to the attitude
determination problem was also first published by Shuster and Markley collaborating with E.J. Lafferts [33] but both theory and application of dynamic filtering in
7

The quasi-SVD method presented in [30] is actually one of the first solutions to Wahba’s problem.
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space applications has significantly exceeded the original expositions by the founders
of attitude determination theory [34, 35]. It is in fact possible to use static attitude
methods to produce state outputs which are then used in Kalman filters to produce
optimal estimates from the entire time history of state outputs.

1.4

Statistics And Attitude Determination
While not investigated at length up to the present time, the statistics of static at-

titude determination methods were originally investigated by Shuster [1,20,26], whose
linearized analysis of the covariance, itself predicated on assuming the Gaussianity
of the attitude statistics, is typically called the QUEST Measurement Model (QMM)
e.g. in [23].
The QMM linearizes both the attitude error term and the error terms of the input
distribution, thus a priori can only be applied to cases where noise is only of firstorder significance compared with the measured vector8 . A second difficulty arises
from the fact that the linearization of the input error can lead to prescribed estimates
of the moments which need not be true. In particular one always concludes a linear
model has a zero-mean output error if the input noise is zero-mean, despite the fact
this is not the case. Furthermore the QMM only provides informative results on the
second moment of the error, which is equivalent to the covariance of the attitude error
for the QMM. There is thus no reason to believe the QMM covariance is an accurate
estimate of attitude uncertainty either in the sense of approximating the true second
moment of attitude error or necessarily being a good representation of attitude error
in the first place.
The investigation of attitude error statistics we have undertaken can be understood
in the context of answering the following questions
Q.1 What is the shape and characteristics of the attitude error distribution, given a
prescribed model of input errors? Is the distribution of attitude errors generally
8

We find that even in this regime the QMM systematically misestimates statistical moments and
fails to predict the correct attitude distribution.
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skewed or symmetric? Is it zero-mean or non-zero mean? If input measurements
are Gaussianly distributed, are attitude errors also Gaussianly distributed?
Q.2 Does the QMM accurately predict attitude error moments (e.g. covariance) and
distribution?
Q.3 What input parameters most strongly influence the shape of attitude error
statistics?
Q.4 Can obtained attitude error distributions be packaged in a way which is immediately useful to designers of real attitude determination systems?
The investigation was performed using Monte Carlo simulation, which allows the
statistics of complicated nonlinear problems to be computed by sampling noise parameters and convolving them with preselected vectors which are arbitrarily designated
as the true values of the measurements. The noise-convolved vectors are then propagated through the algorithm to produce an estimated attitude matrix which is used
in conjunction with an arbitrarily designated true matrix, consistent with the true
measurements, to compute the attitude error. After many Monte Carlo iterations a
representative sample of attitude errors may be collected and its histogram computed
to gain insight into their distribution. As the number of iterations is increased, the
histogram of this sample converges pointwise to the population distribution and may
be used as a good approximation of the population distribution. Thus the histogram
of a Monte Carlo simulation is capable of producing numerical approximations of distributional moments, confidence and prediction intervals, and overall distributional
morphology. By performing many Monte Carlo simulations using a wide variety of
input parameters, we are able to build a robust catalog of data which can be used to
answer all four of the questions posited above.
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1.5

Scope of The Research
It is not feasible, in the scope of a single thesis, to exhaustively investigate all pos-

sible combinations of factors which might affect the statistics of the attitude error. In
the most general possible scheme, we would have to investigate the dozens of attitude
determination methods which exist, simulate many different types of distributions
with many different values of the parameters, simulate for many different numbers
of input vectors for many different geometries of input vectors and all the combinations which result from these factors. Such a grand campaign would consist of several
hundred–if not more–simulations which could neither be performed, nor analyzed,
within the time available to deliver the final results. Due to this fact we have limited
the investigation by fixing (1) the number of measurement vectors to two (2) the
major part of the investigation to consisting of measurements convolved with either
uncorrelated Gaussian noise (UGN) (3) limiting the methods considered to the three
most common methods of TRIAD, the q-Method, and QUEST (4) Considering only
the reference frame vectors to be noiseless (viz. neglecting attitude errors induced by
orbital errors) and (5) limiting the variation in relative geometry to only two cases.
Fixing these factors produces an investigation whose results remain significant for
a wide variety of measurement scenarios, as well as being a simple, low dimensional
case to investigate the structure of the error distribution. Limiting the number of
measurement vectors to two is the simplest case, but is still widely used in real spacecraft design since using the least number of instruments for supporting systems, such
as the attitude determination and control system, reduces overall system complexity, cost, and weight. The two vector case has also been analyzed extensively in the
literature (e.g. in [1, 21, 36]), since it is a good way of understanding the structure
of an attitude determination algorithm while limiting the configuration space of the
inputs and resulting estimates. Limiting the range of input noise to Gaussian distributions is both a good approximation of many realistic cases–due to an informal
application of the Central Limit Theorem–and also allows the error statistics to be
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evaluated with respect to a Gaussian ‘baseline’ since the properties of the Gaussian
distribution are mathematically well understood and highly familiar to most. The
quaternion solutions of Wahba’s problem we consider are implicitly predicated on the
errors being both Gaussian and uncorrelated. By first understanding the response to
uncorrelated Gaussian measurements, we establish an effective control group against
which further work involving simulations with correlated noise may be compared to
isolate the effect of noise correlation in a systematic way.
The consideration of only three methods reflects both common design practice,
since many real spacecraft use either TRIAD or QUEST, as well as capturing the
major difference between solutions to Wahba’s problem and the geometric method.
Further refinements of QUEST, like ESOQ or matrix solutions to Wahba’s problem
like Singular Value Decomposition or FOAM differ from QUEST only in minor ways,
and thus would not provide enough new insight to justify the time spent intensively
investigating them at this level. The q-Method allows us to determine the extent
to which the assumption λ ≈

P

n

wn holds true in practice, since the q-Method and

QUEST are identical aside from this assumption, and is therefore included along
with the other two. Finally considering noiseless reference vectors allows us to isolate
the effect of direct (rather than orbit-induced) measurement uncertainty on the error
statistics. Limiting the vector geometry is less justified than the first four limitations. While initial investigations of the attitude error assumed relative geometry of
the mean measurements was irrelevant, this initial assumption was proven false by
consideration of two different cases of relative geometry. A major topic of future work
should be an exhaustive and systematic investigation of the variance of attitude error
distributions with respect to various relative mean measured vector geometries.

1.6

Structure of This Work
This work can be seen as being divided into three parts from here. The first

part presents the formal background of attitude representation and determination.
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Chapter 2 addresses the foundations of attitude representation theory. In particular
it attempts to answer questions such as how rotated bases of R3 and matrices in
the Lie Group SO(3) are connected and the difference between the active rotation
of a vector in a fixed basis and the passive rotation obtained by rotating the basis
itself. This chapter also proves a series of results from classical rotation theory using
both geometric and Lie theoretic methods, and introduces the axis-angle representation of the rotation matrix which is used in later chapters. Chapter 3 discusses in
detail the quaternion parameterization of rotation, as well as introducing the quaternions as an algebra in their own right, and develops the correspondence between four
dimensional Euclidean vectors and quaternions, including finding useful matrix representations of quaternion operations which are used in deriving the quadratic form of
the quaternion-valued loss function. Finally chapter 4 introduces the attitude determination algorithms we will use in this work in detail, including complete derivations
of each and mathematical notes on their usage. It also includes a derivation of the
QMM. The second part of the work consists of chapter 5 which reviews the statistical
methods used in the analysis of the attitude error distributions, as well as the theory
and implementation of the Monte Carlo simulations which were used. Finally chapter 6 documents the simulations performed and results which were obtained. It also
features extensive analysis of these results and draws a number of specific conclusions
and application to attitude determination system design. Chapter 7 summarizes the
broad conclusions of the present study and makes recommendations for future work
on this topic. Additionally the practical design implications of the results currently
available are discussed. This work as a whole forms a basis for further investigations
aimed at exhaustively investigating attitude error statistics from a fundamental perspective and ultimately constructing a systematic theory to understand the statistical
response of attitude determination algorithms under all possible flight conditions.
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2. Foundations of Attitude Representation Theory
Unlike representing the coordinates of the center of mass, in which the parameterization of dynamical variables is a matter of coordinate selection for a single vector
quantity, attitude representation theory seeks to parameterize a vehicle’s rotational
orientation, a 3 × 3 matrix. An added complication to efforts in parameterizing attitude are the constraints which the attitude matrix must obey due to the isometric
and orientation preserving nature of rotations. Although these constraints make it
possible to capture the rotational state of a vehicle in a smaller number of parameters than the apparent 9 suggested by the matrix representation, they also introduce
added topological complexity to the manifold formed by rotational mapping in its
most abstract sense. While all coordinate parameterizations of the center of mass
are ultimately diffeomorphic to R3 , whose local and global topological structure are
identical and free of intrinsic curvature, the rotation group is diffeomorphic to RP3 ,
the three dimensional projective space over the field of real numbers, which is topologically nontrivial. This abstract fact carries a number of concrete consequences,
for instance the fact there can be no global set of three parameters which nondegenerately parameterizes rotations, so that “gimbal lock” singularities are guaranteed
whenever such a set is used (e.g. the Euler angles). In this chapter we first look at the
connection between rotating bases of R3 and the mathematical rotation group SO(3).
By understanding the mathematical theory of SO(3) we are able to understand the
logic behind parameterizing rotations with various sets and also how facts about large
rotations can be concluded by analyzing small, linearized rotations.
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2.1

Physical Vectors and Coordinate Vectors
In this chapter we will distinguish between physical vectors, which are invariant

with respect to a change of basis in which they are represented, and coordinate
vectors which are not. Physical vectors are denoted in boldface, such as x, while
the coordinate vector corresponding to the physical vector x written with respect to
a given basis B will be denoted (x)B . We denote the space of physical vectors by
V . The addition of two vectors on V is defined as geometric vector addition (e.g.
a parallelogram law) thus V is trivially closed under addition. The scalar field over
which V is defined is taken as the real numbers and multiplication of a vector x by
a scalar α, written αx, is taken as the vector of length α||x||, where ||x|| denotes the
length of x, in the same direction as x itself. Having defined these properties we may
note V is an abstract mathematical vector space as discussed in [37–42], which is to
say the following properties hold for all vectors x, y, and z ∈ V and scalars α and β:
1. Additive Commutivity: x + y = y + z.
2. Additive Associativity: x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z.
3. Additive Identity: There exists a unique element of V , denoted 0, for which
x + 0 = 0 for any x ∈ V . For the physical vectors 0 is the vector of zero length,
which we shall simply refer to as zero.
4. Additive Inverse: For each x ∈ V there exists an element −x ∈ V such that
x + (−x) = 0. N.B. the uniqueness of −x directly follows from the uniqueness
of the additive identity.
5. Associativity of Scalar Multiplication: α(βx) = (αβ)x for any x ∈ V .
6. Distributivity of Summed Scalar Multiplication: (α + β)x = αx + βx.
7. Distributivity of Scalar Multiplication with Vector Sum: α(x + y) = αx + αy.
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8. Identity of Scalar Multiplication: There exists a unique member of the scalar
field, denoted 1, for which 1x = x. For the space of physical vectors this is
simply the number 1.

2.1.1

Linear Structures on V

We may endow V with a few more linear structures from vector analysis, e.g. as
discussed in [43–46]. The scalar product of vectors x and y, denoted x · y, [37, 38] is
defined as the projection of x onto y and satisfies
1. x · y = y · x.
2. x · x = ||x||2 ≥ 0, with equivalence only for x = 0.
3. αx · (βy + γz) = αβx · y + αγx · z.
If x · y = 0 we say x and y are orthogonal, and a generalization of the notion of
perpendicularity in physical space. Note that the magnitude of the projection may
be given by ||x||||y|| cos ϕ, with ϕ the angle between the vectors.
We define the vector product of x and y, denoted x × y, to give a vector which
is orthogonal to both x and y with length equal to ||x||||y|| sin ϕ. By convention
we choose the vector product to be directed toward an observer who sees x rotated
clockwise from y in a plane, a so-called “right-handed” coordinate system. We observe
the vector product satisfies
1. x × y = −y × x
2. x × x = 0
3. αx × (βy + γz) = αβx × y + αγx × z.
By the composition of these properties, we see x × y = 0 whenever y = αx, thus if
two vectors have a vector product of zero they are colinear, while their scalar product
is zero if they are orthogonal.
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It is well known from elementary linear algebra [37–42] that any element of a finite
dimensional vector space can be expressed by a linear combination of a small number
of generators. If the number of these generators is equal to the dimension of the space
the set of generators is called a basis of the vector space. Let {ei }3i=1 be a basis of V .
We shall consider canonical bases for which

ei · ej = δij , where δij :=




1

i=j



0

i 6= j

(2.1)

is the typical Kronecker delta. These bases are called orthonormal since Eq. (2.1) implies ||ei || = 1 and orthogonality simultaneously. Since they are mutually orthogonal,
we see
ei × ej = ijk ek , cyclic permutations of ijk,

(2.2)

where ijk is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita tensor [43, 44], equal to +1 for
even cyclic permutations of 123 and −1 for odd. We shall henceforth assume, unless
otherwise specified, that by the term basis we refer to an orthonormal basis.

2.1.2

Coordinate Vectors and Passive Rotation

If the basis ε = {ei }3i=1 is fixed then for any x there are scalars αi such that
x=

P

i

αi ei and αi = x · ei . These scalars shall be called the coordinates of x with

respect to ε and together form the coordinate vector (x)ε which is an element of K,
the vector space of coordinates. The canonical map for computing the coordinate
vector is an isomorphism φε : V → K which sends

e1 7→

 

 

 

1
 
 
0 ,
 
 

0
 
 
1 ,
 
 

0
 
 
0 ,
 
 

0

e1 7→

0

and e3 7→

1

(2.3)
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with the set φ(ε) clearly a basis of K which is called the standard basis of K. Thus
each x ∈ V is mapped to a corresponding (x)ε ∈ K consisting of the coordinates of
x with respect to ε, viz.
 

x=

X

αi ei 7→ (x)ε =

i

 

0
0
1
 
 
 
 
 
 
 + α2 1 + α3 0
α1 
0
 
 
 
 
 
 

0

0



 

1

=



α1 
 
 
α2  .
 
 

(2.4)

α3

Suppose that ς = {Ei }3i=1 is a basis of V which is distinct from ε. While the physical
vector x is invariant under representation by either ς or ε, the coordinate vectors (x)ε
and (x)ς are generally distinct. The map ψ which sends ε to ς is thus indistinguishable
from the identity on V , but mimics a rotation on K. We refer to such maps between
bases as passive rotations. This is in contrast to active rotations, which are either
nontrivial on both V and K or the identity transformation on both. We are primarily
concerned with passive rotations as they represent transformations between reference
frames which make physical vectors apparently distinct (viz. distinct in K) even if
their dynamics are trivial.

2.1.3

Frames, Vectrices, and Passive Rotations

Before continuing we shall clarify a few points of terminology. By a frame F on V
we refer to a choice of basis ε on V so that φε provides a canonical correspondence
between V and K. In this case ε is called the basis of frame F and is written
ε(F). The specification of a frame allows operations on elements of V to be carried
out on their corresponding elements of K instead. Since operations on elements
of K are arithmetic and algebraic while those on V are geometric, it is far easier
to specify a frame on V , then perform calculations, rather than perform geometric
calculations exclusively on V . From a practical standpoint all sensor readings return
coordinates, e.g. elements of K, in the sensor frame, and therefore the use of the
platonic elements of V is rather limited in scope and application. We shall furthermore
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see in chapter 4 that possessing coordinates of the same vector in at least two distinct
frames is essential for determining vehicle orientation in the static setting.
Given the notion of a frame as fixing a basis, we immediately see the next question
of interest is how to transform between two distinct frames. This discussion is deferred
until we introduce one final notion, which shall be called a vectrix and is described
in [47–49]. We define the vectrix of the frame F as the object hFi such that
(x)ε(F) = x · hFi = hFi · x.

(2.5)

This is identical to applying the map φε(F) to x and may therefore appear unnecessary.
The utility of hFi comes from the interpretation of hFi as a vector of the basis vectors
of F analogously to the role of (x)ε(F) as a vector of the coordinates of the physical
vector. With such an interpretation we may write [47]




x · hFi =

e1 (F)



x·
e2 (F)





= α1 e1 (F) + α2 e2 (F) + α3 e3 (F)

e3 (F)

 

=

 

 

0
0
1
 
 
 

 
 
0
α1 0 + α2 1 + α3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0

0

1



=



.

(2.6)

α1 
 
 
α2 
 
 

α3

We now proceed to formulate a theory behind transformations between distinct
frames. Let F and G be frames on V . We denote the bases of F and G as ε(F) =
{ei }3i=1 and ς(G) = {Ei }3i=1 respectively. Let x ∈ V which has coordinates (x)ε =
[α1 , α2 , α3 ]T and (x)ς = [β1 , β2 , β3 ]T . We seek the transformation T (F → G) which
sends (x)ε to (x)ς . Since the Ei are themselves elements of V , we may represent them
as vectors with respect to the basis ε(F). The components of each Ei with respect
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to ε(F) are the projections of Ei onto each element of ε(F), which are geometrically
Ei · ej . Thus we find
E1 =

X

(E1 · ei )ei ,

i

E2 =

X

(E2 · ei )ei ,

(2.7)

i

E3 =

X

(E3 · ei )ei .

i

We may collect the elements of the bases into their vectrices, which gives




hGi =

· e1 E1 · e2 E1 · e3 

E1


E2






hFi.
· e1 E2 · e2 E2 · e3 


E3 · e1 E3 · e2 E3 · e3

(2.8)



Dotting each side with x, we obtain through Eq. (2.5)




E1 · e1 E1 · e2 E1 · e3 






 (x)ε ,
(x)ς = 
E2 · e1 E2 · e2 E2 · e3 


E3 · e 1 E3 · e 2 E3 · e 3

(2.9)

whence we conclude this matrix is the transformation originally sought. We may also
write this matrix as the vectrix outer product hGi · hFiT , for


hGi · hFiT =



E1 
 
 
E2  · [e1 , e2 , e3 ]
 
 

= T (F → G).

(2.10)

E3

2.1.4

Notation for Passive Rotation

The notation T (F → G) is cumbersome and using notations such as CFG , G CF ,
etc. introduce a large number of subscripts which may be difficult to interpret. We
shall instead denote the transformation matrix as
hG/Fi = hGi · hFiT ,

(2.11)

which we refer to as the “slash” notation with hG/Fi read “G-slash-F”. The passive
rotation between the vectrices of F and G is then written
hGi = hG/FihFi,

(2.12)
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which mimics the division symbol for scalars. This notation makes it simple to understand a variety of facts about passive rotations. For instance, the composition of
rotations between the frames F and G through an intermediate frame H is
hGi = hG/FihFi = hG/HihH/GihFi,

(2.13)

we see H simply “divides out”. The identity rotation of a frame F onto itself is just
hF/Fi, and inverting a rotation from F to G is easily seen to be the corresponding
rotation from G to F, for
hF/Fi = hG/Fi−1 hG/Fi = hF/GihG/Fi.

(2.14)

If dynamical processes are considered, we find this notation introduces a variety of
simplifications but shall forgo extended discussion of these as all passive rotations are
considered static for the purpose of this work.

2.1.5

Group Structure of Passive Rotations

A mathematical group for instance as discussed in [50–52] is defined as a set G
equipped with an operation ? : G × G → G for which the following hold:
1. Closure: If g and h ∈ G then g ? h and h ? g ∈ G for any g and h.
2. Associativity: If g, h, and k ∈ G, then (g ? h) ? k = g ? (h ? k).
3. Identity: There is a unique element I ∈ G for which I ? g = g ? I = g for all
g ∈ G.
4. Inverse: For each g ∈ G there exists g −1 ∈ G for which g ? g −1 = g −1 ? g = I.
N.B. the uniqueness of g −1 follows from the uniqueness of I.
Consider the set of all passive rotations between successive frames on V equipped
with composition. This set qualifies as a group, for
1. For any two frames F and G, there is a third frame H such that hG/Fi =
hG/HihH/Gi.
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2. hG/Fi = hG/HihH/KihK/Fi = hG/KihK/Fi = hG/HihH/Fi, for hG/Ki =
hG/HihH/Ki and hH/Fi = hH/KihK/Fi.
3. I = hF/Fi for any frame F. This is the identity matrix regardless of which frame
is taken, thus unique.
4. hF/Gi−1 = hG/Fi.
It is to be noted that the specific frames are not fixed in this set, but rather taken as
successive with respect to some arbitrary fiducial frame on V . Were the frames fixed
the resulting set would not form a group under composition, for compositions of the
form hF/GihH/Ki would not necessarily correspond to passive rotations in the sense
of Eq. (2.8) or Eq. (2.9) despite the fact that hF/Gi and hH/Ki do individually.
We call a set path-connected if for any two elements in the set there is a continuous path connecting them. The group of passive rotations is clearly path-connected,
for between any two successive rotations hG/Fi and hH/Fi there is an arbitrarily long
sequence hG2 /G1 i, hG3 /G2 i, . . . etc such that hH/Fi = . . . hG2 /G1 ihG1 /Fi. Pathconnectedness implies the looser topological property of connectedness. The connectedness of the set of passive rotations is an important property, as it allows us to admit
continuous functions of passive rotations.

2.1.6

Properties of Passive Rotations

We have called the transformation hG/Fi a rotation, which is geometrically intuitive since it must transform one orthonormal basis into another. From a mathematical perspective a rotation refers to an automorphism of a vector space onto
itself (in this case an automorphism of K → K) which preserves lengths and also
the orientation of space, e.g. handedness of the basis. The first condition, which
defines the subgroup of Aut(K) which are called isometries, is equivalent to showing
R(x)T R(x) = (x)T (x) for all (x) ∈ K. To show this let R be the passive rotation
from F to G whose bases are ε(F) = {ei }3i=1 and ς(G) = {Ei }3i=1 respectively. From
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Eq. (2.8) and Eq. (2.9) we see the condition R(x)T R(x) = (x)T (x) may be written
(RhFi)T · RhFi = hFiT · hFi. Since the ei are assumed orthonormal,



T

hFi · hFi =

e1 
 
 
[e1 , e2 , e3 ] · e2 
 
 

=

X

ei · ei = 3.

(2.15)

i

e3

Similarly R = hG/Fi so
(RhFi)T · RhFi = (hG/FihFi)T · hG/FihFi = hGiT · hGi = 3,

(2.16)

the last step following since the Ei are also orthonormal. Thus R is an isometry.
To show R conserves handedness of the basis, suppose hGi+++ is the vectrix of
basis elements colinear with the elements of RhFi and with the same handedness as
hFi. Denote the entries of hGi+++ as Ei . The only elements of different handedness
up to multiplication by −1 are


hGi−++ =





−E1 




 E2  , hGi+−+





E3

=





 E1 




−E2  , hGi++−





E3

=










E1 


.
E2 


−E3



(2.17)



Let hG/Fi+++ be the passive rotation from F to G which preserves handedness, e.g.
sends hFi to hGi+++ . Then the transformations to each of the differently handed
bases must be given by


hG/Fi−++











−1 0 0
1 0 0 







=
 0 1 0 hG/Fi+++ , hG/Fi+−+ = 0 −1 0 hG/Fi+++ ,


0

0 1



1 0


and hG/Fi++− = 
0 1


0

0

1





(2.18)

0

0
 hG/Fi+++

0 0 −1



hence
det(hG/Fi−++ ) = det(hG/Fi+−+ ) = det(hG/Fi++− ) = − det(hG/Fi+++ ).

(2.19)
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Since R is a linear isometry on a three dimensional Euclidean space there is a representation of R as an element of O(3), the three dimensional orthogonal group. This
representation is trivial if O(3) is constructed as a matrix group, thus we shall assume
that this is the case for any Lie group or Lie algebra which we use. Since R ∈ O(3),
then det R = ±1. The determinant is a polynomial function of the entries of R, thus
continuous along any connected path of passive rotations. We argued in section 2.1.5
that the entire set of passive rotations is path-connected, thus det R must be continuous for the whole set. This implies det R = det P for any passive rotations R
and P so we conclude from Eq. (2.19) that either every passive rotation inverts the
handedness or preserves handedness, of which the latter is clearly the case.
We therefore conclude passive rotations are indeed rotations in the mathematical
sense of the word. As stated before, we understand that the rotation is an automorphism of K → K as the passive rotation appears as the identity on V → V .
We now turn to the question of treating passive rotations within the framework of
mathematical rotation theory, in particular in connection with the Lie group SO(3)
and its algebra.

2.2

Lie groups and Representation of Attitude
In showing that passive rotations really are rotations we used a few facts from

Lie group theory. We concluded section 2.1.6 by mentioning the connection between
rotations and the Lie group SO(3)–the so-called “rotation group”. Treating passive
rotations as abstract rotations in SO(3) is invaluable to making calculations. Moreover since there is no particularly favored frame on V provided by nature alone, the
representation of a passive rotation between defined bases as an abstract rotation can
be seen as more consistent with fundamental notions of physics.
By a Lie group c.f. [53–57] we mean a group which also has a topological structure
associated with it. The topological structure associated with a Lie group is always
a smooth manifold, denoted M , which we take to mean a topological space which
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resembles Euclidean space in small neighborhoods about any given point, but may
have a different global structure. The sphere in any number of dimensions is one such
example. This space is assumed to be parameterized by a collection of charts, φα ,
which map from a subspace Uα of M to some open set Eα in Euclidean space. Each
φα is a homeomorphism from Uα → Eα which is differentiable to arbitrary order.
The intersection of the charts φα and φβ which maps φα (Uα ∩ Uβ ) → φβ (Uα ∩ Uβ )
is smooth, viz. 1:1, invertible and differentiable to arbitrary order. Under these
conditions M is called a smooth manifold with atlas {φα }α . A Lie group is defined
on M by equipping elements of M with an operation ◦ : M × M → M such that
the set of points defining M form a group under ◦. The Lie groups we consider
all take this operation to be composition of the group elements, and are all infinite,
continuous, and finite dimensional. As mentioned in section 2.1.6 we also identify the
matrix representation of any Lie group with the group itself. This is to say that the
elements of any Lie group are written as matrices and it is possible to write a general
element of the group by a matrix whose entries are functions of the parameter set
which parameterizes the group.
The first Lie group we make use of is SO(3), the three dimensional special orthogonal group [56–58]. This group may be defined as the subgroup of O(3) whose elements
have unity determinant [23, 54, 58]. Since SO(3) ⊂ O(3) the elements of SO(3) are
also isometries, or equivalently RT = R−1 for any matrix R in either group. This
is simple to see using the slash notation, for (hG/FihFi)T · (hG/FihFi) = hFiT · hFi
implies hG/FiT · hG/Fi = I. To see that det R = 1 for any R ∈ SO(3) one may
employ one of two approaches. The first is to note using a similar construction as
in section 2.1.5 for passive rotations that the rotation group must be path-connected
then mimic the argument of section 2.1.6 that the path-connectedness of rotations
implies each element of the group must have the same determinant and finally note
that I ∈ SO(3), which clearly has unity determinant. The second is to argue that
any nontrivial, proper subgroup of O(3) which is itself three dimensional must correspond to one of the connected halves of O(3), since otherwise closure cannot be
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guaranteed, then observe the half for which det R = −1 does not form a group, for
det RR0 = det R det R0 = +1 for any two R and R0 in this set, leaving only the half for
which det R = +1 as a candidate [53]. Since this half remains a group under the same
requirement we conclude this property for SO(3). If we let R3 be the finite group
of reflection matrices in Eq. (2.18) and elements multiplied by −1 then it follows
O(3) = SO(3) ⊗ R3 and we deduce the unity determinant requirement corresponds
to the invariance of basis handedness under proper rotations.

2.2.1

Compactness and Topology of SO(3)

We argued in the section 2.2 that SO(3) is path-connected, thus connected in
the topological sense, as is the group of sequential passive rotations. Here we note
two properties which will be useful in discussing the parameterization of SO(3), but
as has been the tone of the discussion thus far we shall not tender formal proofs of
these properties. The first is that SO(3) is compact. By compact we mean that
every open cover of SO(3), e.g. every collection of open sets whose union covers the
entire manifold, has a finite subcover, e.g. there are a finite number of subsets of the
original cover which is also a cover. This abstruse sounding fact is actually extremely
significant as it implies the exponential map, which we discuss in section 2.2.2, surjects the Lie group. We will see how this property allows us to make calculations
using linearized rotations which will also be true for any rotation, as long as they are
preserved by the exponential map. Two examples from classical rotation theory are
given in section 2.2.3 which allow us to derive the first of the two main parameterizations of SO(3) we shall use, the axis-angle parameterization. Further details are
given in those sections.
The second property which we wish to note is the topology of SO(3). As was noted
in the introduction, the topology of SO(3) is nontrivial, which is why parameterizations using variables whose parameter space is three dimensional and Euclidean leads
to degeneracies. SO(3) is instead diffeomorphic to the three dimensional real projec-
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tive space RP3 [53,58,59], the space which results from identification of the antipodal
points (viz. “points at infinity”) along each axis [60]. RP3 cannot be embedded into
R3 and is therefore difficult to visualize but bears the same relationship to R3 as a
circle (topologically RP1 ) does to R. Topologically RP3 may also be visuallized as
√
the solid ball, e.g. the set Br (R3 ) := {x : x · x < r, r ∈ R} ⊂ R3 , with antipodal
points identified [60, 61]. This in particular is the reason for the path-connectedness
of SO(3) despite its failure to be simply connected. The former requires only a continuous path between any two points while the latter requires a stricter condition,
that the path between any two points be continuously deformable to a single point,
which are called simple paths. SO(3) admits two kinds of paths, both simple paths
and also paths which connect antipodal points, which cannot be shrunk because the
points are identified (the equivalent of trying to shrink the complete path around a
circle while being restrained to a fixed radius). The diffeomorphism of SO(3) → RP3
is inferred from the fact their fundamental groups, which categorize the types of possible paths on the space, are isomorphic. This fundamental group is deduced from
the canonical map from SU (2), the universal covering group of SO(3), to SO(3) and
is intimately related to the parameterization of SO(3) by the quaternions, discussed
in chapter 3. For now we can think of this structure as resulting from the fact that
fixed axis rotations in opposite directions from an initial point meet antipodally (for
instance, in the case of planar rotations, rotations by π are equivalent to those by
−π).

2.2.2

The Lie algebra of SO(3)

Since any Lie group has an associated smooth manifold, we are able to examine the
behavior of the group in an arbitrarily small neighborhood about any given element.
If we examine a small neighborhood about the identity element we may linearize the
group operations, putting composition and addition on equal footing, and thus the
local group operations may be approximated by a vector space. This vector space is
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called the Lie algebra, g [53–55, 57], of the Lie group G and its elements are denoted
by X. The Lie algebra of SO(3) is similarly denoted so(3). The Lie algebra of a
Lie group is a vector space with the same dimension as the dimension of the Lie
group, thus has a basis consisting of generators whose number equals the number
of dimensions of the Lie group. If the generators of the Lie algebra are determined
we may compute arbitrary elements of the Lie algebra by a Linear combination of
these elements. We shall for the moment assume the existence of an exponential map
exp : g → G [53], which puts
∞
X

Xk
1
X 7→ e :=
= I + X + X2 + · · ·
2
k=0 k!
X

(2.20)

and which we shall assume covers all of the Lie group. This is feasible, as the claim is
essentially that large operations may be built up from a series of smaller operations.
As the magnitude of each individual operation becomes infinitesimally small, an infinite number is required to reconstruct the large operation. so(3) has three generators
which we shall call J1 , J2 and J3 respectively and now seek to determine. Let us first
consider SO(2), the two dimensional rotational subgroup of SO(3) which consists of
all planar rotations about a given reference axis x. SO(2) is globally parametrized
by a single chart consisting of one angular coordinate α which represents group operations via elements of the form




cos α − sin α

Rx (α) = 

sin α

cos α

.

(2.21)

The matrix Rx may be linearized to Rx ≈ I + δRx by linearizing its arguments,
whence





0 −1

δR = α 
1

0



= αJx .

(2.22)

This linearization corresponds to the construction of the Lie algebra so(2), which we
find is generated by Jx . SO(2) ⊂ SO(3) so so(2) is a subalgebra of so(3) which
generates infinitesimal rotations about a fixed axis. Arguing from intuition, we may
use three copies of so(2), one for each distinct basis axis, to construct so(3). If we
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let α1 , α2 and α3 be the angular coordinates for the first, second, and third copies
respectively we may represent a linearized rotation by

δR =

−α1 0  0


0


α1



0

0

0 α2  1

0

0 

1

0

0

−α3 


−α2 0

0



0



0

1

0

0 −1 0

≈


1
I + α1 



0

0
0



 0







+
α

0
2




0

0

0



0 0

0 1





+
α

0
3 0




0







 0




0 α3















−1 0 0

0

0 1

0

(2.23)



−1



0

= I + α1 J1 + α2 J2 + α3 J3 .
An arbitrary element of so(3), which is obtained be excluding the identity, is represented by



 0


X(α1 , α2 , α3 ) = 
 α1



−α2

−α1

α2 

0

,
−α3 


α3




0

(2.24)



which we recognize is identical to the so-called “cross product matrix” created by
treating the αi like components of a vector and finding the matrix α× for which
α× x = α × x given any vector x. The use of so(3) in rotational analysis is to analyze
either small rotations about a given setpoint, which may be done by first mapping each
global rotation R 7→ RR0−1 , with R0 corresponding to the rotation from the reference
to the setpoint, or by simplifying the calculations of attitude error distributions by
projecting them into the (Euclidean) tangent space of the identity. We should also
point out that we have derived the canonical Lie algebra of SO(3) which corresponds
to active rotations. For passive rotations we must reverse the direction of the axial
rotation in each copy of SO(2) which is done by sending αi 7→ −αi .

2.2.3

Using so(3) to Examine Rotation

Let us now return to the exponential map to discuss the extent to which it maps the
Lie algebra back onto the Lie group. Generally the exponential map does not invert
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the Lie algebra completely [53], but for compact and connected Lie groups the map
is a surjection [54]. SO(3) is both compact and connected and thus the exponential
map covers the entire manifold. This has an important implications for the analysis
of rotations, as it means any property of the Lie algebra which is preserved by the
exponential map is also a property of the Lie group. We may therefore investigate
mathematical characteristics of linear rotations, apply the exponential map, and find
out whether or not they also apply to large, nonlinear rotations. We consider for
instance the proof of Euler’s theorem which claims there is an invariant axis to any
rotation, viz. an eigenvector for which Ae = e. The typical approach is to show that
any rotation matrix must have a unity eigenvalue. If we treat an arbitrary element of
SO(3) we must also use the fact that the characteristic polynomial of any real 3 × 3
matrix M may be written as [23, 62]
PM (λ) = λ3 − λ2 tr M + λtr adj M − det M.

(2.25)

Noting that adj A = AT , for A−1 = AT = adj A/ det A = adj A we evaluate PA (λ) =
0,
PA (λ) = λ3 − λ2 tr A + λtr AT − det A
= λ3 − λ2 tr A + λtr A − 1
= λ3 − 1 − λtr A(λ − 1)

(2.26)

= (λ − 1)(λ2 + λ + 1) − λtr A(λ − 1)
= (λ − 1)(λ2 + λ(1 − tr A) + 1)
of which λ = 1 is clearly a root. If instead we use the Lie Algebra of SO(3) to look at
linear rotations we can compute the fact directly and then show it holds for A too by
successive applications of the Lie algebra operation, the infinite limit of which is equal
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to direct application of the exponential map. Clearly the theorem is true if A = I.
Let X ∈ so(3), so that the linear rotation is L = I + X and compute det(L − λI).




det(L − λI) =

1 − λ


det  α3



−α2

−α3

α2 

1−λ

−α1 


α1





1−λ

(2.27)

= (1 − λ)[(1 − λ)2 + α12 ] + α3 [(1 − λ)α3 − α1 α2 ] + α2 [α3 α1 + (1 − λ)α2 ]
= (1 − λ)[(1 − λ)2 + α12 + α32 + α22 ]
so L has a unity eigenvalue thus an eigenvector e for which Le = e. This implies
Xe = 0 hence X n e = X n−1 Xe = X n−1 0 = 0 for all n > 1, thus limn→∞ X n e = 0.
Apply exp : so(3) → SO(3) to X and denote A = eX . Then
Ae =

∞
X
n =

∞
∞
X
X
Xn
Xn
X ne
e= I+
e=e+
= e.
0 n!
n = 1 n!
n = 1 n!

!

!

(2.28)

Using so(3) and the exponential map we were able to prove Euler’s theorem directly
without introducing the extraneous fact regarding the 3 × 3 matrix characteristic
equation. This also gives an insight into how Euler’s theorem might be proved in
higher dimensions and also why no even dimensional version of Euler’s theorem exists
(even dimensional skew-symmetric matrices have trivial roots instead of unity).
As a second example, let us take the well known Rodrigues formula which reconstructs the rotation matrix A from the invariant axis and Θ the proper angle of the
rotation. Let A ∈ SO(3) and suppose e is its invariant axis and Θ its principle angle.
We claim
A(e, Θ) = (cos Θ)I − (sin Θ)e× + (1 − cos Θ)eeT .

(2.29)

The typical proof is geometric [23, 62]. Let x be a vector and define xπ and xω to be
projections of x such that xπ × e = 0 (viz. xπ is parallel to e), xω · e = 0 (viz. xω
is orthogonal to e), and x = xπ + xω . In particular we may put xπ = (x · e)e and
xω = −e × e × x = x − xπ . Ax = A(xπ + xω ) = xπ + Axω , since A is an isometry
and xπ is parallel to the invariant axis. Note that A can only rotate xω in the plane
orthogonal to the invariant axis, again because it is an isometry, e.g.
(Axω ) · (Ae) = (Axω ) · e = xω · e = 0.

(2.30)
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Since this is the only component of x which is rotated, it must be rotated by Θ. Thus
the right triangle
Axω = (cos Θ)xω − (sin Θ)e × xω
(2.31)

= (cos Θ)(x − xπ ) − (sin Θ)e × x
= (cos Θ)(x − hx, eie) − (sin Θ)e × x.
Note (x · e)e = eeT x so that
Ax = eeT x + (cos Θ)(x − eeT x) − (sin Θ)e × x

(2.32)
T

×

= [cos ΘI + (1 − cos Θ)ee − (sin Θ)e ]x,
from which the claim follows. Now suppose instead we consider parameterizing the
elements of so(3) with three scalars α1 , α2 , and α3 so that Θ =


q

α12 + α22 + α32 and



α1 

e=


1 
 
α2  ,

Θ
 
α3

(2.33)

is the invariant axis. Denote elements of the Lie algebra as α× = (Θe)× . The
characteristic polynomial of e× is P (λ) = −λ(λ2 + 1), so by the Cayley-Hamilton
theorem (e× )3 = −e× . Thus we find by direct inspection (e× )4 = −(e× )2 , (e× )5 = e× ,
(e× )6 = (e× )2 , etc. The exponential map of the Lie algebra is
∞
X

(Θe× )k
1
1
= I + Θe× + Θ2 (e× )2 + Θ3 (e× )3 + . . .
k!
2
3!
k=0


1
1
= I + Θe× + Θ3 (e× )3 + Θ3 (e× )3 + . . .
3!
5!


1 2 × 2 1 4 × 4 1 4 × 6
+
Θ (e ) + Θ (e ) + Θ (e ) + . . .
2 
4!
6!


1 3 1 3
1 2 1 4 1 6
Θ − Θ + Θ − . . . (e× )2
= I + Θ − Θ + Θ − . . . e× +
3!
5!
2
4!
6!

A(e, Θ) =

(2.34)

= I + sin Θe× + (1 − cos Θ)(e× )2 .
Note that for any vectors x and y,
x× y× = yxT − x · yI,

(2.35)
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which may be verified by direct calculation, thus we may write eeT = I + (e× )2 .
Substitution of this into the exponentiated Lie algebra gives
A(e, Θ) = I + sin Θe× + (1 − cos Θ)(eeT − I)

(2.36)

= (cos Θ)I + (sin Θ)e× + (1 − cos Θ)eeT .
Sending Θ 7→ −Θ recovers the axis-angle parameterization consistent with passive
rotation.

2.2.4

Exponential Forms

Suppose X and Y are elements of so(3). It is a fundamental fact of Lie theory
that eX eY 6= eX+Y [53–57]. This can be formalized by introducing a notion called
the logarithm map which shows log(eX eY ) = X + Y + [X, Y ] + · · · the left side of
which is called the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorf relation [57, 63–68] though extended
discussion of this topic is beyond the scope of the present work. We instead wish only
to make a note regarding the parametrization of SO(3) using axis-angle variables
versus the commonly found but singularity plagued parametrization in terms of the
Euler angles [23, 69, 70]. If we let the angular coordinates θi be an ordered triple
of coordinates which are defined on the subspace (2π)3 [0, 1) × [0, 1) × [0, 1) of the
three dimensional reals, viz. generalized Euler angles, we have shown the Lie Algebra
may be represented by rotations about sequential, fixed axes. We have also shown
that the Lie algebra can be used to define axis-angle variables which completely cover
SO(3), since the parameterization A(e, Θ) is free of any degeneracies. It may therefore
be unclear how axis-angle variables can nondegenerately parameterize SO(3) when
the seemingly identical Euler angles do not. The difference is that between eX eY
and eX+Y , which is referred to as the noncommutativity of the exponential map.
Generalized Euler angles parameterize SO(3) by representations of the form [53]
REuler Angles = eθi Ji eθj Jj eθk Jk ,

(2.37)

where the ijk triplet is arbitrary except for the constraint that i 6= j and j 6= k.
Each generator is exponentiated individually and therefore the final parameterization
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results from composing a triple of lower dimensional algebras to their corresponding
Lie groups, in which process structure contributed by the other generators are lost.
To accurately reconstruct a Lie group from one of its lower dimensional subgroups one
would generally have to compose an uncountably many number of lower dimensional
slices of the higher dimensional group. Axis-angle variables parameterize SO(3) by
representations of the form
Raxis-angle = eΘ(e1 J1 +e2 J2 +e3 J3 ) ,

(2.38)

which is a direct exponentiation of the Lie algebra and thus, since SO(3) is compact
as noted before, surjects the Lie group.

2.3

Conclusion
In this chapter we have set forth the fundamental notions of physics and mathe-

matics upon which the representation of attitude is predicated. A central notion to
attitude representation is the identification of mapping between orthonormal bases of
physical space with rotations in the space of coordinates in which the vectors are reconstructed, which we have called passive rotation. We showed that passive rotations
are, as their name implies, bona fide rotations in the mathematical sense of the word,
and argued that vehicle attitude may therefore be represented by elements of the Lie
group SO(3). After discussing the properties of Lie groups and SO(3) in particular
we introduced the idea of a Lie algebra and showed how so(3), the Lie algebra of
SO(3), may be obtained by linearizing sequential planar rotations about orthogonal
fixed axes. We then showed how so(3) and the exponential map could be used in
tandem to generalize results obtained for linearized rotations to arbitrary rotations,
and in doing so derived two important facts from classical rotation theory and also the
first of two significant parameterizations of SO(3) which we shall use, the axis-angle
parameterization. We concluded with a discussion on how the noncommutativity of
the exponential map created a difference in the parameterization of SO(3) by axisangle variables versus generalized Euler angle like parameters, and commented on
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why the former is globally nondegenerate while the latter is not. Chapter 3 shall
introduce a few more concepts of Lie theory, such as SU (2), the universal covering
group of SO(3), and use these concepts to motivate the parameterization of SO(3)
by the unit quaternions.
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3. The Representation of Attitude By Unit Quaternions
Given the algebraic and geometric properties of SO(3) discussed in chapter 2, a
natural question is how to best parameterize a Lie group in general and SO(3) in
particular. We might also be curious about whether or not there are any mathematically preferred parameterizations of a Lie group given by Lie theory. For connected
Lie groups the latter question may be answered in the affirmative, with the preferred
parameterizations being inherited from globally nonsingular parameterizations of the
universal covering group. For SO(3) the universal covering group is SU (2), the Lie
group of all 2 × 2 unitary matrices with unity determinant. In this chapter we are
concerned first with defining the universal covering group in the Lie theoretic sense
and then arguing SU (2) is the universal covering group of SO(3). We then set aside
this discussion to introduce the quaternions and their algebra in enough depth to
construct the unit quaternion parameterization of SU (2) and SO(3). The remainder
of the chapter discusses various elements of quaternion theory which we make use of
in chapter 4 to derive the attitude determination algorithms used in this investigation. For the current chapter we refer to [53] and [54] generally on Lie Theory though
similar information is contained in [55–57]. We refer to [71–74] for the quaternions
originated in [75] and discussed further in [76], as well as [77] for elements of both.

3.1

The Universal Covering Group and SU (2)
Suppose G is a Lie group with Lie algebra g and assume that g has an obvious

chart φα which parameterizes it everywhere. We are interested in determining the
extent to which the exponential map can preserve φα as g is mapped to G. In general
if G is first fixed then g is computed, the exponential map will not transfer φα to the
whole Lie group, but if we instead first fix g up to isomorphism we may pair g with a
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unique, simply-connected Lie group Gg which globally preserves φα [53, 54], e.g. the
parameterization of g is a global parameterization of Gg . If we let G be any connected
Lie group with g as its algebra then there’s a surjective Lie group homomorphism
Φ : Gg → G, whose kernel is isomorphic to the fundamental group of G, thus Φ may
be thought of as a canonical map from Gg → G which wraps Gg around G. The
wrapping always covers G, thus Gg is called the Universal Covering Group of G, and
generally Φ covers G more than once so that the preimage of elements of G under Φ
is not generally unique. The number of wrappings is equal to the order of ker Φ and
is generally greater than one. The SU (2) → SO(3) cover, for instance, is of order two
and thus means a 2:1 correspondence between attitude representations derived from
nondegenerate parameterizations of SU (2) and the elements of SO(3).
Let’s examine why SU (2) is the universal cover of SO(3) in more detail. Elements
of SU (2) are 2 × 2 matrices of the form




 a

b



−b∗ a∗

(3.1)

,

where a and b are complex numbers subject to the constraint aa∗ + bb∗ = 1. We see
that for any matrix U ∈ SU (2) the properties that U † U = I and det U = 1 follow from
the constraint.1 Suppose a and b are written in terms of their complex components,
viz. a = ar + iai and b = br + ibi . An arbitrary element of SU (2) may then be written
as


 ar + iai




br + ibi 

−br + ibi ar − iai









1 0

 0





1



0 i 



i



0

= ar 
 + br 
 + bi 
 + ai 
 . (3.2)
0 1
−1 0
i 0
0 −i

If this representation of SU (2) is linearized we obtain elements of the form


XU = 


iai
−br + ibi



br + ibi 
−iai

,

(3.3)

with XU an arbitrary element of the Lie algebra su(2). The generators of su(2) are
seen to be iσn , where σn for n = 1, 2 and 3 are the Pauli spin matrices, but we shall
1

a and b are identical to the Cayley-Klein parameters which offer a way of parameterizing SO(3)
directly by the matrix representation of SU (2).
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instead adopt the well known standard basis of su(2) as in c.f. [59] of (i/2)σn . In order
to argue SU (2) truly is the universal cover of SO(3), we must first have it that su(2)
and so(3) are isomorphic. This can be seen by sending iσn 7→ Jn , e.g. mapping the
generators of su(2) to so(3). This is a bijection which is homomorphic and preserves
the identity, thus su(2) ' so(3). We next require that SU (2) be simply connected.
To show this we need only examine the constraint aa∗ + bb∗ = 1, which is
1 = (ar + iai )(ar − iai ) + (br + ibi )(br − ibi ) = a2r + a2i + b2r + b2i .

(3.4)

Thus SU (2) by definition must consist of the set of 2 × 2 complex matrices whose
Cayley-Klein parameters ar , ai , br , and bi are elements of the set {(ar , ai , br , bi ) : a2r +
a2i + b2r + b2i = 1}, which is clearly equivalent to S 3 . The n-sphere is simply-connected
for any n and therefore so too is SU (2). Thus SU (2) is the universal cover of SO(3).
The SU (2) → S 3 diffeomorphism also implies SU (2) is globally parameterizable by
the unit quaternions, as discussed in section 3.3.4.
We would like to know how many wrappings Φ : SU (2) → SO(3) has. This is
equivalent to finding ker Φ which we shall argue is {±1} by the using the quotients
SO(3)/SO(2) and SU (2)/U (1) as in [53]. For elements of so(3)
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(3.5)
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 × − sin α3 cos α3 0 ≡ MQ R(α3 ),
η

0
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where the triplet (θ, γ, η) of real numbers which parameterize the quotient SO(3)/SO(2)
requires θ2 + γ 2 + η 2 = 1 since MQ x · MQ x = x · x for any vector x, in particular
(0, 0, 1). Similarly for su(2)
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2 0 a
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exp
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−→ 
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iai /2
e

×

0



0
e−iai /2


 ≡ PQ U (ai ),

(3.6)
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where the triplet (Θ, Γ, H) which parameterizes the quotient SU (2)/U (1) also must
have Θ2 + Γ2 + H 2 = 1 since det PQ = 1. We then see SU (2)/U (1) ' SO(3)/SO(2)
by sending (θ, γ, η) → (Θ, Γ, H), so this part of the product must be 1:1. We now
examine R(α3 ) and U (ai ). Clearly R(α3 + 2π) = R(α3 ), while we need U (ai + 4π) =
U (ai ), whence we conclude ker Φ is of order 2, viz. Φ maps from SU (2) → SO(3)
in 2:1 correspondence. Such covering maps are called double so Φ is referred to as a
double cover from SU (2) → SO(3).
Having argued that the universal covering group of SO(3) is indeed SU (2) and
SU (2) has a double cover of SO(3), we are next interested in determining the form of
the coving map Φ. Unlike the Lie algebra isomorphism which sends the generators of
su(2) to the generators of so(3), Φ should not be able to directly map between large
unitary transformations and large rotations. Conversely, since su(2) ' so(3), Φ must
become an isomorphism which sends generators to generators in the infinitesimal
limit. This restricts the possible forms of Φ considerably; let us in particular consider
the map which sends Φ : XU 7→ U XU U † for XU ∈ su(2) and U ∈ SU (2). In the
infinitesimal limit U → YU for some YU 6= XU ∈ su(2), and
0

U XU U † → YU XU XU† = YU + XU + YU† = YU + YU† + XU = YU YU† + XU = XU , (3.7)
demonstrating the invariance of su(2) under Φ. We simultaneously note this is not
the case for SU (2), since multiplication is noncommutative in the finite limit. If the
map is applied with XU taken as a generator of su(2), the invariance of the Lie algebra
implies that sending the generators of su(2) to so(3) then applying Φ to the resulting
generators of so(3) will form a parameterization of SO(3). This can be done with
the native elements of SU (2), e.g. the Cayley-Klein parameters, but we shall find
more use in parameterization of SO(3) by the unit quaternions. The unit quaternions
are diffeomorphic to SU (2), thus they can be written in 1:1 correspondence with the
Cayley-Klein parameters, but also enjoy an algebraic structure which the CayleyKlein parameters do not. The quaternions and their algebraic structure are discussed
in the following section.
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3.2

The Quaternions
Before constructing the quaternions let us consider the complex numbers. The

typical explanation of their origin is the need to solve the equation x2 = 1, which
√
requires the introduction of the symbol i = −1. The symbol i leads to the idea of
imaginary numbers or ib with b a real number, and complex numbers or combinations
of imaginary numbers and real numbers a + ib with both a and b real numbers. By
defining complex addition and multiplication in close analogy to real addition and
multiplication, we find C, the set of all complex numbers, is a field in the analytic
sense. Suppose we call this construction of C a “construction by field extension”, since
i is introduced to extend the field of real numbers to provide solutions to previously
irreducible polynomials. The complex numbers are homeomorphic to R2 = R×R and
also share some analytic characteristics with R2 , such as being unordered. This suggests an alternative construction of C which proceeds by trying to find an R-module
homeomorphic to R2 by introducing an orthogonal generator i, and generating the
module using the resulting basis {1, i}. Since the resulting construction must be
closed we deduce i2 = −1 and therefore conclude this R-module is identical to C.
We might call this a “construction by complexification” c.f. [71], since the argument
proceeds by proposing the complexification of R directly, without reference to irredicible polynomials. Suppose we complexify C to H, an R-module homeomorphic to
R4 . Following the procedure C : R → C we can define C : C → H by introducing two
more orthogonal generators j and k, which now must satisfy the relations
i2 = j 2 = k 2 = ijk = −1,

(3.8)

to ensure closure. The general element of H is then written
q = q0 + q1 i + q2 j + q3 k,

(3.9)

and is called a quaternion, a classical name given to these objects by Hamilton [75],
their inventor. H is four dimensional [23, 71, 73, 74] but contains a three dimensional subgroup H0 under quaternion addition (defined in section 3.3.1) whose basis
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is {i, j, k} [71]. We shall often ‘split’ H → R ⊕ H0 , producing a 3 + 1 decomposition which we will call the ‘scalar’ and ‘vector’ parts of H e.g. as in [23, 71] and are
discussed in section 3.3.1.
Complexifying R to C we lost the structure of ordering but doubled the dimensionality of the space (C is homeomorphic to R2 ). Similarly by complexifying C into
H we shall find we lose the structure of commutativity in the multiplicative map,
but again double the dimensionality of the space (H is homeomorphic to R4 ). The
general idea of using successive complexification to parameterize SO(3) is to create
enough extra dimensions in the complexified space to form a nondegenerate covering of SO(3) [59], but comes at the cost of algebraic structure [71], thus leading to
calculations with mathematical objects whose properties are less intuitive. Higher
dimensional parameterizations could in principle achieve a perfect bijection, as discussed in [59], but necessarily sacrifice more algebraic structure. These parameter
sets become redundant if used to parameterize SU (2), so it becomes more difficult
to analyze real rotations by the means of topologically simpler complex rotations.
Thus the unit quaternions represent the best possible compromise for a wide variety
of reasons. They naturally parameterize the universal covering group of the rotation
group, and thus possess a simple topology. They introduce only one extra parameter
compared to degenerate three parameter representations, and although they do not
parameterize SO(3) 1:1, the surjection is only 2:1 with the equivalence class q ' −q,
which is simple to work with.

3.3

Quaternion Algebra
In the previous section we introduced the idea of the quaternions. Now we will

introduce the rules of quaternion algebra [23,71,72] with the eventual goal of applying
these rules to deriving the quaternion parameterization of SO(3) as discussed in [4,23].
Quaternion algebra is also of interest on its own, as rotation is also often represented
using the unit quaternions abstractly without using their parameterization of SO(3)
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as in [71, 77]. Just as equations of motion can be derived for three dimensional
parameterizations of SO(3) without explicit reference to the actual elements of SO(3)
they parameterize, so too can quaternionic equations of motion be used.

3.3.1

Quaternion Addition

Quaternion addition, denoted q + Q = Q + q for Q, q ∈ H, is defined by real
addition of the quaternion elements, as might be expected by mapping H → R4 ,
performing the four dimensional vector addition, and then inverting the map. We
may also define quaternion addition analogously to complex addition by defining the
scalar and vector parts of the quaternion, equivalent to the real and imaginary parts
of a complex number, as
S[q] = q0 and V [q] = q1 i + q2 j + q3 k,

(3.10)

so that q = S[q] + V [q]. This notation is similar to that originally used by Hamilton,
but was inspired along with some of the derivations in this section by [71]. The image
of S[q] behaves as a real scalar would, while V [q] behaves like a three dimensional
vector. Thus in this language we may put
S[q + Q] = S[Q + q] = S[q] + S[Q],

(3.11)

V [q + Q] = V [Q + q] = V [q] + V [Q],

(3.12)

and

to define q + Q. By a simple argument we also see quaternion addition is associative
S[q + (Q + Q)] = S[q] + S[Q + p] = S[q] + S[Q] + S[p]
(3.13)
= S[q + Q] + S[p] = S[(q + Q) + p],
and
V [q + (Q + p)] = V [q] + V [Q + p] = V [q] + V [Q] + V [p]
(3.14)
= V [q + Q] + V [p] = V [(q + Q) + p],
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for q, Q, p ∈ H. Quaternions for which S[q] = 0 are called pure and form the subgroup H0 discussed above. These elements are often identified with three dimensional
vectors in real space and a canonical homeomorphism H0 → R3 results from sending
i, j, k to the standard basis of R3 .

3.3.2

The Hamilton Group H4 and The Quaternion Product

A defining characteristic of the quaternions is the quasi-complex behavior of their
basis elements. We denote by H4 the finite group formed by the generators of H, e.g.
the set {±1, ±i, ±j, ±k} equipped with the multiplication operator

, which we call

quaternion multiplication, and which possesses the multiplication table
1

i

j

k

1

1

i

j

k

i

i

−1

k

−j

j

j

−k

−1

i

k

k

j

−i

−1

The generating relations of this table are Hamilton’s original definition of multiplication using the ‘imaginary units’, given by Eq. (3.8), where bb0 implies b
for elements of H4 . Using H4 we may define the quaternion product, q

b0

Q, with

Q, q ∈ H by real multiplication of the scalars and H4 multiplication of the basis. We
first decompose the quaternions using the vector-scalar technique, which gives
q

Q = (S[q] + V [q])

(S[Q] + V [Q])
(3.15)

= S[q]S[Q] + S[Q]V [q] + S[q]V [Q] − V [q] · V [Q] + V [q] ∧ V [Q].
The wedge product V [q] ∧ V [Q] behaves as the normal R3 cross product and the
antisymmetry of this term, reflected in the multiplication table for H4 , shows the
fundamentally noncommutative nature of quaternion multiplication. Here the prod-
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uct V [q] · V [Q] is equal to the normal R3 dot product, treating the vector basis
geometrically and the identity
V [q]

V [Q] = V [q] ∧ V [Q] − V [q] · V [Q],

(3.16)

may be verified by direct calculation of the H4 products of the basis elements. This
calculation furthermore shows
Q] = S[q]S[Q] − V [q] · V [Q],

(3.17)

Q] = S[Q]V [q] + S[q]V [Q] + V [q] ∧ V [Q],

(3.18)

S[q
and
V [q

which are individually useful results.

3.3.3

Algebraic Structures on H

We have thus far defined the quaternions and shown they can be equipped with
addition and multiplication operations under which they are closed and behave like
a four dimensional extension of the complex plane. We know the complex numbers
are equipped with structures such as a real-valued magnitude (norm) |z|, complex
conjugate z ∗ , and multiplicative inverse z −1 for any z ∈ C. Reasoning by analogy
we expect to be able to equip H with similar structures. If q ∈ H, its conjugate
quaternion q∗ is defined by S[q∗ ] = S[q] and V [q∗ ] = −V [q]. Given quaternion
conjugation we define the scalar product of two quaternions as in c.f. [71] by
hq, Qi = S[q

Q∗ ] = S[q]S[Q∗ ] − V [q] · V [Q∗ ] = S[q]S[Q] + V [q] · V [Q], (3.19)

which satisfies all requirements of an inner product on an R-module2 . The quaternion
norm may be defined as a direct consequence of this,
||q|| =
2

q

hq, qi.

(3.20)

this should be obvious as the quaternion inner product is identical to the Euclidean vector dot
product on R4 .
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In order to construct an inverse quaternion we first need a multiplicative identity
quaternion. In fact this quaternion is rigorously prerequisite to the classification of H
as a module, but our informal treatment is more straightforward if the classification
of structures are first presented then their characteristics. We denote the identity
quaternion as 1q and demand it satisfy
q=q

1q = 1q

q.

(3.21)

The conditions given in Eq. (3.21) are equivalent to satisfying the vector-scalar equations
S[q] = S[q]S[1q ] − V [q] · V [1q ]
V [q] = S[1q ]V [q] + S[q]V [1q ] + V [1q ] ∧ V [q]

(3.22)

V [q] = S[q]V [1q ] + S[1q ]V [q] + V [q] ∧ V [1q ].
Subtraction of the bottom two yields V [q] ∧ V [1q ] = 0 which can only be true for
arbitrary q if V [1q ] = 0i + 0j + 0k. The scalar equation now reads S[q] = S[q]S[1q ]
which implies S[1q ] = 1, so 1q = 1 + 0i + 0j + 0k. Note that this is only the
multiplicative identity, the additive identity quaternion being equal to the trivial
quaternion 0 + 0i + 0j + 0k.
Given the identity quaternion we now construct the inverse quaternion q−1 for
which
1q = q

q−1 = q−1

q.

(3.23)

The vector-scalar equations are
1 = S[q]S[q−1 ] − V [q] · V [q−1 ]
0 = S[q−1 ]V [q] + S[q]V [q−1 ] + V [q−1 ] ∧ V [q]

(3.24)

0 = S[q]V [q−1 ] + S[q−1 ]V [q] + V [q] ∧ V [q−1 ].
The solution is not trivial as it was for the identity quaternion, for the derived condition V [q] ∧ V [q−1 ] = V [q−1 ] ∧ V [q] = 0 requires only that the vector part of q−1 be
colinear with the vector part of q. We instead choose to add the bottom two to find
1 = S[q]S[q−1 ] − V [q] · V [q−1 ]
(3.25)
−1

−1

0 = S[q ]V [q] + S[q]V [q ]
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Substituting the vector part into the scalar part yields
S[q] = S[q]2 S[q−1 ] + V [q] · S[q−1 ]V [q]

(3.26)

viz. S[q−1 ] = S[q]/||q||2 , whence V [q−1 ] = −V [q]/||q||2 , and the identification
q−1 =

q∗
||q||2

(3.27)

is made. Note that this result also satisfies the colinearity of the vector part demanded
by subtraction of the vector equations resulting from left and right quaternion products. Furthermore
||q||2 = ||q||2 (q−1

q) = q∗

q=q

q∗ .

(3.28)

The uniqueness of the identity implies q always commutes with its conjugate in
quaternion multiplication. As a result we also see the quaternion norm satisfies the
quasi-complex definition
||q|| =

√ ∗
q

q=

√

q

q∗ ,

(3.29)

which again is an unsurprising result given the definition of H4 .
With the norm and inverse of a quaternion defined, we now define the notion of a
unit quaternion and show that the unit quaternions are a proper subgroup of H. The
unit quaternions are quaternions for which ||q|| = 1. This requirement is
1 = hq, qi = S[q]S[q] + V [q] · V [q] = q02 + q12 + q22 + q32 .

(3.30)

Define the set of all q ∈ H for which ||q|| = 1 as U. We claim that U is closed under
quaternion multiplication. Consider q, Q ∈ U. We find
S[(q

Q)

(q

Q)∗ ] = S[q

(Q

Q∗ )

q∗ ] = S[q

1q

q∗ ] = S[1q ] = 1. (3.31)

We now show that the unit quaternions can parameterize both SU (2) and SO(3).
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3.3.4

Quaternion Parameterization of SU (2) and SO(3)

With the quaternions and their algebra understood we are now able to return to
our original question of parameterizing rotations by the unit quaternions. We have
stated previously that the quaternions parameterize SO(3) by first parameterizing
SU (2) and then applying the universal cover to the unit quaternion parameterization
of SU (2). Since both U and SU (2) are diffeomorphic to S 3 we infer the existence of
a Lie group isomorphism π : U → SU (2) which we seek to determine. Consider the
map π = exp ◦β where β : U → su(2) ∪ Span(I) sends








1 0
0 i 
1 7→ 
 = iσ1 ,
 = I, i 7→ 

i 0
0 1


 0

j 7→ 







= iσ2 , and k 7→ 

1

−1 0

i

(3.32)



0


0 −i

= iσ3 .

From the decomposition shown in Eq. (3.2) we see eβ(U) = β(U) = SU (2) and we
identify the unit quaternion components with the Cayley-Klein parameters via
q0 7→ ar , q1 7→ ai , q2 7→ br , and q3 7→ bi .
π is an isomorphism so π(q

(3.33)

Q) = π(q)π(Q) = U (q)V (Q), for U, V ∈ SU (2). Fur-

thermore if π(q) = U then π(q∗ ) = U † . Therefore U XU U † = π −1 (q)π −1 (p)π −1 (q∗ ) =
π −1 (q

p

q∗ ) for some q ∈ U, U ∈ SU (2) for which π(q) = U and p ∈ U ∩ H0 ,

XU ∈ su(2) for which π(p) = XU . Let ΦU denote the quaternion-valued covering map
which sends p 7→ q

p

q∗ and consider the endomorphism R : U ∩ H0 → U ∩ H0

defined by sending
R : i 7→ ΦU (i), j 7→ ΦU (j), k 7→ ΦU (k).

(3.34)

If we let q = q0 + q1 i + q2 j + q3 k, we may write R explicitly as
q

i

= [q0 (1

q∗
i) + q1 (i

i) + q2 (j

= (q0 i − q1 − q2 k + q3 j)

i) + q3 (k

i)]

(q0 − q1 i − q2 j − q3 k)

(q0 − q1 i − q2 j − q3 k)

= (q02 + q12 − q22 − q32 )i + 2(q1 q2 + q0 q3 )j + 2(q1 q3 − q0 q3 )k,

(3.35)
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and by a similar process find
q

j

q∗ = 2(q1 q2 − q0 q3 )i + (q02 − q12 + q22 − q32 )j + 2(q2 q3 + q0 q3 )k,

q

k

q∗ = 2(q1 q3 + q0 q2 )i + 2(q2 q3 − q0 q1 )j + (q02 − q12 − q22 + q32 )k.

(3.36)

Since su(2) is invariant under Φ, thus ΦU , up to rotation (the equivalent of sending
U 7→ U V † to linearize the Lie group about a different localized point) the quaternions
q

i

q∗ , q

j

q∗ , and q

Thus both (i, j, k) and (q

q∗ are also generators of H0 but in a rotated basis.

k

q∗ , q

i

q∗ , q

j

k

q∗ ) can be mapped to bases

of R3 which are mutually rotated and the matrix




2
2
2
2
(q0 + q1 − q2 − q3 )

A(q) =







2(q1 q2 + q0 q3 )

2(q1 q3 − q0 q3 )

2(q1 q2 − q0 q3 )

(q02 − q12 + q22 − q32 )

2(q2 q3 + q0 q3 )

2(q1 q3 + q0 q2 )

2(q2 q3 − q0 q1 )

(q02 − q12 − q22 + q32 )

sends (i, j, k) 7→ (q

i

q∗ , q

j

q∗ , q

k








(3.37)

q∗ ). Since ΦU : U → SO(3), A(q) is an

element of SO(3), completing the parameterization of the rotation group by the unit
quaternions. We finally note that, as has been the case for all derivations from Lie
theory, this canonical derivation of the quaternion parameterization of SO(3) holds
for active rotations. To compute the corresponding quaternion matrix for passive
rotations we send q 7→ q∗ .

3.3.5

Antisymmetrized Quaternion Product

The quaternion product may be interpreted geometrically as a scaling and rotation
of the first quaternion by the second. Since we have previously argued that the unit
quaternions cover SO(3), products q

Q for q, Q ∈ U must correspond to successive

rotations. If we let A, A0 ∈ SO(3) correspond to q, Q ∈ U respectively, then direct
calculation shows the cover of the product q
ΦU (q

Q is

Q) = A0 A.

(3.38)
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Since the reversal of the order might cause confusion for actual calculations, we would
like to define ⊗, an auxiliary product as promoted in [23] for which
ΦU (q ⊗ Q) = AA0 .

(3.39)

We look back to the vector-scalar decomposition in order to do this. The scalar
component of the quaternion product commutes, e.g. S[q
set S[q ⊗ Q] = S[q

Q] = S[Q

q], thus we

Q] = S[q]S[Q] − V [q] · V [Q], since this component does not

contribute to the reversal. The symmetry of the term S[Q]V [q] + S[q]V [Q] under
the exchange q 7→ Q implies this term also does not contribute with the reversal,
so it also is not changed when constructing the new product. This leaves the wedge
product as the only possible reason for the reversal, thus we may achieve the desired
property of ⊗ by the antisymmetrization q

Q : V [q] ∧ V [Q] → q ⊗ Q : V [Q] ∧ V [q],

and therefore define the new “antisymmetrized quaternion product” according to

q⊗Q=




S[q ⊗ Q]

= S[q



V [q ⊗ Q]

= S[Q]V [q] + S[q]V [Q] + V [Q] ∧ V [q].

Q] = S[q]S[Q] − V [q] · V [Q]
(3.40)

Since V [Q] ∧ V [q] = −V [q] ∧ V [Q]–hence the term “antisymmetrization”, we find
q

Q = Q ⊗ q,

(3.41)

and thus are able to conclude ΓU (q ⊗ Q) = AA0 as desired.

3.4

The H → R4 Correspondence
As has been mentioned throughout the chapter, we may obtain a direct R4 repre-

sentation of H by sending the generators of H to the standard basis of R4 . In many
cases this is may be preferable, since quaternions represented in R4 have more familiar
algebraic characteristics from linear algebra and the products

and ⊗ can be written

as matrices which clearly show how vectors and quaternions can be composed3 . As
3

this approach to composition of quaternions and vectors is discussed in section 3.4.2
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discussed previously, the vector-scalar decomposition provides a way of looking at
this as the mapping as a (3 + 1)-splitting of R4 which puts




 S[q] 

S[q] + V [q] 7→ 
,
V [q]

(3.42)

where the scalar part is treated as a real number and the vector part as a geometric,
three dimensional vector. The (3 + 1)-splitting suggests that all of the quaternion
operations considered up to this point may be written as matrices. It further suggests
that quaternion products may be extended to products between quaternions and
normal three dimensional vectors. We shall find this representation is invaluable
in the process of solving Wahba’s problem for quaternion parameterizations of the
attitude.

3.4.1

The Matrices M(q ) and M(q⊗)

We know from linear algebra that each linear operator over on a real or complex
vector space has a matrix representation. The R4 representation of H provides such a
space to extract matrix representations of the quaternion products. Throughout this
section, we shall denote the matrix of the operator p̂ as M(p̂). The matrix elements
Mij (p̂) are calculated by inner products with the basis elements. In our case these
are
hb, p̂b0 i = S[b

(p̂b0 )∗ ],

(3.43)

where b, b0 ∈ H4 . Calculation in this manner yields


 q0


−q3

M(q⊗) = 


 q
 2


q3
q0
−q1



−q2 q1 

q1 q2 

q0



q3 



−q1 −q2 −q3 q4



=


S[q]I − V [q]
V [q]T

×



V [q] 
S[q]



(3.44)
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and


 q0


 q3

M(q ) = 

−q
 2

−q3

q2

q0

−q1

q1

q0





q1 


q2 



q3 





=

S[q]I + V [q]



V [q]T

×



V [q] 
S[q]

.

(3.45)

−q1 −q2 −q3 q4

In this formulation, following [23], we have inverted the order of the quaternion column
vector, e.g. (V [q] S[q])T instead of the reverse. Note that the last column of the
matrix is simply the elements of the quaternion. We may therefore also write the
matrices as
M(q⊗) =





Ψ(q) q

and M(q ) =





Ξ(q) q

(3.46)

where


 q0


−q3

q3

 q
 2


−q1



−q3

Ψ(q) = 


q0



−q2 

q1 




q0 



(3.47)

−q1 −q2 −q3

and
 q0


 q3

Ξ(q) = 

−q
 2


q0
q1



q2 

−q1 



q0 



(3.48)

−q1 −q2 −q3

This distinction is useful in section 3.4.2, since three dimensional vectors are identified
with pure quaternions and therefore the final column of the matrix is extraneous in
these products.

3.4.2

Vector-Quaternion Products

In order to derive the attitude determination algorithms which result from solutions to Wahba’s problem, we must first define the products ⊗ and

between a

quaternion and a three dimensional vector. The most straightforward way of doing
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this is to regard the three dimensional vector, as has been done throughout, as a
pure quaternion. Thus the vector-quaternion products may be defined without the
use of the R4 representation by simply computing the quaternion products q

p and

q ⊗ p with p ∈ H0 . It is however far more convenient to use the R4 representation
and regard the three dimensional vector as a (3 + 1)-split R4 column vector with zero
scalar part. Then
 

x
q ⊗ x = M(q⊗) 
  = Ψ(q)x
0
and

(3.49)

 

q

x
x = M(q )   = Ξ(q)x.
0

(3.50)

The interpretation of q ⊗x and q x as products between a unit and pure quaternion
implies that the identities q

x = x ⊗ q and q ⊗ x = x

q remain valid. Thus we

conclude
x ⊗ q = Ξ(q)x and x

q = Ψ(q)x.

(3.51)

We may also define these products as the matrices M(x⊗) and M(x ) operating on
q, with x a purely vector quaternion, which gives




×
x 
 −x

M(x⊗) = 
and



M(x ) = 

−xT

x

×



−xT

0



≡ Ω(x)

(3.52)

≡ Γ(x),

(3.53)



x 
0



which immediately yields the identities
Ξ(q)x = Ω(x)q, and Ψ(q)x = Γ(x)q.

(3.54)

Although seemingly trivial, these equations allow for the quaternion and three dimensional vector to be swapped by changing the matrix.
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We may use vector-quaternion product matrices to write the attitude matrix A
using the quaternion-valued SU (2) → SO(3) cover, Ax = q∗

x

q, where we have

passivized the map by sending q 7→ q∗ . Evaluating this expression we have
 

Ax = q∗

x

q = q ⊗ x ⊗ q∗ = q∗

x
q ⊗ x = M(q∗ )M(q⊗) 
 
0

 

(3.55)

x

= MT (q )M(q⊗)   = ΞT (q)Ψ(q)x,
0
from which we conclude A(q) = ΞT (q)Ψ(q).

3.5

Conclusion
There is a canonical parameterization of SO(3) which is inherited by its universal

covering group SU (2), the group of all 2 × 2 unitary transformations from C2 → C2
of unity determinant. In a more general sense any connected Lie group is surjected
by a simply-connected Lie group with the same Lie algebra. This surjection is called
the universal covering map, covering map, or simply cover of the connected Lie group
and is generally not bijective. In particular, the SU (2) → SO(3) cover is 2:1. The
quaternions can be defined as a second complexification of the complex numbers
which have the structure of an R-module called H, generated by the symbols 1,
i, j, and k, and which may be interpreted as a four dimensional extension of the
complex plane. Quaternions with unit norm, called unit quaternions, are a subgroup
U ⊂ H under quaternion multiplication and are diffeomorphic to SU (2) through a
shared diffeomorphism to S 3 . Because of this fact the unit quaternions bijectively
parameterize SU (2). Simultaneous application of the unit quaternion representation
of SU (2) and the SU (2) → SO(3) cover yields a parameterization of SO(3) using only
unit quaternions, with q and −q identified in the cover. The quaternions can also be
used as abstract elements of U to analyze rotations without calculation of rotation
matrices. The isomorphism which sends the quaternion generators to the standard
basis of R4 can be used to obtain matrix representations of quaternion multiplication
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and vector-quaternion multiplication, establishing a number of useful identities in
the derivation of quaternion solutions to Wahba’s problem. We now proceed to leave
the topic of representing attitude and in chapter 4 will discuss how attitude may be
determined from vector observations.
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4. Static Attitude Determination
Before the present chapter we have been primarily concerned with studying and finding ways to represent rotation. This lead us to discuss the Lie groups SO(3), SU (2),
their Lie algebras, and how to best parameterize the elements of SO(3) (rotation
matrices) with various parameter sets. We saw that the quaternions are a natural
parameterization of SO(3) because they are also a natural parameterization of SU (2),
the universal cover of SO(3). We turn now from the fundamental mathematics question of how to represent rotation and thus attitude to the more practical question
of how to determine attitude (in any form) from a set of measurements and model
which can be made, stored, and computed rapidly on the vehicle during flight.
The determination of attitude parameters from two or more vector measurements
comprises what is called static attitude determination theory. The adjective ‘static’
is used because the dynamics of the vehicle are neglected when the attitude is determined and the determined attitude is assumed to be time-independent. This approximation works if either the vehicle truly is stationary, such as a three-axis stabilized
spacecraft, or if the update frequency of static estimates is much greater than the characteristic frequency of the vehicle motion, yielding a quasi-static approximate state
between successive updates. There are two main approaches to static attitude determination. The first is the geometric approach which constructs the static estimate
directly from measurement vectors. The TRIaxial Attitude Determination (TRIAD)
algorithm found in [18,20,21,23,24] is the first and remains the most significant member of this class and is discussed in section 4.1. Work to optimize TRIAD as in [78] is
not discussed, since it does not appreciably change the method fundamentally. The
second is the least-squares approach, typically formulated as a solution to Wahba’s
problem [22], discussed in section 4.2. These solutions are themselves classified into
attitude matrix or quaternion solutions depending on which parameterization of the
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attitude is returned. We shall be concerned with the quaternion solutions QUEST
and the q-Method [1, 4, 20, 26], described in [23, Sec. 5.3.1]. Other topics have been
investigated such as Attitude Determination in higher dimensions [2], application to
multivehicle control [79], recursive methods for attitude determination as in [80], or
alternative formulations of the loss function as in [81], but we shall not consider these
more specific cases, as they are not commonly found in actual design work.
Throughout this chapter and the rest of this work, we shall assume there is a
frame, B, which we call the body frame, that is fixed to the vehicle with its origin at
the vehicle’s center of mass and which rotates with the vehicle. The exact definition
of this frame with respect to the vehicle body is irrelevant but we insist that B never
move with respect to the vehicle body so that knowing the orientation of B is identical
to knowing the orientation of the body. The orientation is defined with respect to a
fixed reference frame, R, which does not rotate with the vehicle but also has its origin
at the vehicle’s center of mass. The matrix hB/Ri will be called the attitude matrix
and symbolized as A. Since rotational orientation is not dependent on magnitude, any
vector measurements or reference vectors we consider in this chapter will be assumed
to be unit vectors.

4.1

TRIAD
The only widely used geometric algorithm for attitude determination is also the

oldest known attitude determination algorithm. It was invented in 1964 by Black [18]
and initially called the “geometric method” [21, 23], then later called “TRIAD” by
Shuster [20,24] which is the name it is known by today. The basic goal of TRIAD is to
use two observations which are known in both the body and reference frame and, by
creating a series of orthogonal components, write a transformation from the body to
the reference frame via an intermediate frame. We call this frame the transformation
frame and denote it by T .
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The strategy of the TRIAD algorithm may be summarized as follows: given the
vectors b1 and b2 in the body frame and the corresponding vectors r1 and r2 in
the reference frame, use them to create an orthonormal triad, (t1 , t2 , t3 ), which is
identified as the basis of T . The attitude matrix can then be calculated using
A ≡ hB/Ri = hB/T ihT /Ri = hT /BiT hT /Ri.

(4.1)

Eq. (4.1) shows us that in order to derive the TRIAD solution we need only construct
the matrices hT /Bi and hT /Ri. As might be expected these processes prove to be
symmetric, so we really need only derive of one of the two in detail.
In order to produce the T basis we must construct an orthonormal triad. Consider
the vector b1 , which we assume is the more exact of the two measurements. By the
definition of the cross product b1 × b2 is orthogonal to b1 and b1 × (b1 × b2 ) is
orthogonal to both b1 and b1 × b2 . Thus we have the triad
t1 = b1
b1 × b2
||b1 × b2 ||
b1 × (b1 × b2 )
t3 =
||b1 × (b1 × b2 )||
t2 =

(4.2)

and are therefore capable of constructing the vectrix of the transformation frame,

hT i =

 



t1 
 
 
t2 
 
 

 b1 




 bb2  ,





t3

=



(4.3)

b2 b2

where we have defined
b≡

2
b×
(b×
1
1)
and b2 ≡
.
||b1 × b2 ||
||b1 × (b1 × b2 )||

(4.4)
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By definition
hT /Bi = hT i · hBiT




=

 b1  




 bb2  · e1 (B)







e2 (B) e3 (B)

b2 b2

(4.5)




=

 b1 · e1 (B)


 (bb2 ) · e1 (B)



b1 · e2 (B)

b1 · e3 (B) 

(bb2 ) · e2 (B)

.
(bb2 ) · e3 (B) 


(b2 b2 ) · e1 (B) (b2 b2 ) · e2 (B) (b2 b2 ) · e3 (B)





The first row is simple to compute, as we have b1 ·ei (B) = b1,i . In order to calculate the
second and third rows, realize that b and b2 are proportional to successive applications
of the cross product, thus the dot product with the body frame basis will leave rows
consisting of the components of the vectors b1 × b2 and b1 × (b1 × b2 ) scaled by their
magnitudes. Thus the transformation is




 b1 











hT /Bi = 
 bb2  .

b2 b2

(4.6)

Note that this is a geometric construction, so following the same process for the
reference frame measurements will produce the same transformation frame basis as
for the body frame because the relative geometry of the measurement vectors is
invariant under the transformation between the body and reference frames. Indeed,
it is invariant under any isometry. Thus we may argue by symmetry the form of the
transformation from the reference to the body frame must be




 r1 











hT /Ri = 
 rr2  ,

r2 r2

(4.7)

where
r≡

2
r×
(r×
1
1)
and r2 ≡
.
||r1 × r2 ||
||r1 × (r1 × r2 )||

(4.8)
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The attitude matrix can now be computed using the strategy outlined above, e.g.


A=





 b1  




 bb2  · r1







rr2 r2 r3 =

b2 b2

 b1 · r1


 bb2 · r1



2



b1 · rr2

b1 · r r2 

bb2 · rr2

.
bb2 · r2 r2 


b2 b2 · r1 b2 b2 · rr2 b2 b2 · r2 r2




(4.9)



TRIAD has found wide use because of its simplicity and analytic nature, but it does
suffer from several drawbacks. The primary drawback in the cases we shall consider
is the inability of TRIAD to assign weighting factors to the individual measurements.
Instead TRIAD assumes the first measurement is exact and uses the second only to
supply the minimum of necessary information for determining the attitude. If there is
a large discrepancy in the accuracy of the two vectors this will not affect the attitude
estimate in a significant way, but for cases where the accuracies of both vectors
are commensurate, the TRIAD solution performs worse on average than the leastsquares solutions we shall discuss in section 4.3 and section 4.4. The second major
drawback of TRIAD, which shall not be significant in this work, is the limitation
to two measurement vectors. Modern attitude determination sensors, such as highprecision star trackers, are capable of producing many vectors, and a larger number of
good quality measurements allow better determination of the vehicle attitude. Again,
this limitation is removed if least-squares solutions are used. The next section shall
describe the formulation of Wahba’s problem, whose solutions produce methods which
lack both of these limitations.

4.2

Wahba’s Problem
In the previous section we saw that TRIAD, which gives a totally geometric atti-

tude estimate, can have significant drawbacks in some cases. The general technique
used to produce attitude estimates which pay better attention to measurement accuracy and can determine attitude for any arbitrary number of measurement vectors is
an adapted least-squares technique known as Wahba’s problem. It was proposed by
G. Wahba [22] in 1965 but had no practical solution until the Davenport q-Method
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appeared, c.f. [4] or [23, Sec. 5.3.1]. In this section we shall review the theory
of Wahba’s problem, both in the least-squares sense in which it was originally posed
and also its connection to Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) which was pointed
out by Shuster [20, 26].

4.2.1

Wahba’s Problem as a Least-Squares Estimate

Let us suppose r and b are exact unit vectors in the reference and body frames
respectively. The true attitude matrix is the matrix for which b = Ar. Suppose
however we have only the estimated attitude matrix A0 which is slightly different from
the true matrix, so that A0 r = b0 for some approximate body frame vector b0 . Clearly
the error between A and A0 is related to the difference b−b0 and A = A0 if and only if
this difference is zero. The magnitude of the error is e = ||b − b0 ||, thus the quantity
||b − b0 ||2 = (b − b0 ) · (b − b0 ) is the square of the error magnitude. Now suppose
b is noisy, and thus not the true vector on average. If we insist b = A0 r then the A0
which performs this rotation will not be the true attitude, and the error is ||b − Ar||
for the true attitude A. Now suppose there are N noisy vectors, b1 , b2 , . . . , bN ,
whose true values are all distinct, noncolinear vectors in space and write the squared
errors e2n (A) = ||rn − Abn ||2 . If the body frame measurements are exact then the
true attitude will set each en to zero, but if they are independently distributed with
distributions f1 , f2 , . . . , fN there is not generally a unique A which puts en = 0 for all
n. The best estimate of A under this circumstance is as the matrix which minimizes
each error. Since it is both mathematically and statistically preferable to treat the
sum of squared errors we postulate the best estimate of the attitude matrix is given
by
Â = argminA∈SO(3)

N
X

!

e2N

,

(4.10)

n=1

which provides the justification for defining the Wahba Loss Function as
J(A) =

N
1X
wn ||rn − Abn ||2
2 n=1

(4.11)
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where wn are arbitrary weighting parameters. Wahba’s problem may then be state as
follows: find the rotation matrix Â for which J(Â) = minA∈SO(3) J(A). This matrix
is a good estimate of the attitude given the measurements.
Wahba’s problem was originally posed and solved in the least-squares sense. Before
discussing solutions however, we shall discuss the connection of Wahba’s problem to
to Maximum Likelihood Estimation.

4.2.2

Wahba’s Problem as a Maximum Likelihood Estimate

The connection of Wahba’s problem to Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is
most clearly explained in analogy to the MLE method of performing linear regression,
e.g. as found in [82–84]. For a linear regression problem a response variable Y is
thought to have a linear dependence on a predictor variable X given by Y = β1 X +
β0 + ν, where ν ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) [82]. The objective is to estimate the parameters β1 , β0
and σ from observations (Y1 , X1 ), (Y2 , X2 ), . . . , (YN , XN ). The Likelihood function for
the estimation of M parameters from N observations (typically N  M ) is defined
as
L(θ1 , . . . , θM ; X1 , X2 . . . , XN |Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YN )

(4.12)

= f (Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YN |X1 , X2 . . . , XN ; θ1 , . . . , θM ),
and Yi is Gaussianly distributed with mean µi = β1 Xi +β0 , so L factors into a product
of N identical Gaussian distributions, viz.
L(β0 , β1 , σ; X1 , X2 . . . , XN |Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YN ) =

N
Y

f (Yn |Xn ; β0 , β1 , σ)

n=1
N
Y

1
2
2
√
=
e−(Yn −(β1 Xn +β0 )) /2σ .
2πσ
n=1

(4.13)

The Maximum Likelihood principle claims that minimum variance estimators for
β0 , β1 , σ will result from maximizing L [82–86]. Since each fn ≥ 0 then the product

Q

n

fn ≥ 0, so log L exists. Since log x monotonically increases as x increases,
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maximizing log L–the “log-likelihood”– is equivalent to maximizing L itself. From
Eq. (4.13) we can compute an analytic expression for log L,
N
Y

1
2
2
e(Yn −(β1 Xn +β0 )) /2σ
2πσn
n=1
N
N
√
X
X
(Yn − (β1 Xn + β0 ))2
=−
log( 2πσ) −
2σ 2
n=1
n=1

log L = log

√

(4.14)

N
X
(Yn − (β1 Xn + β0 ))2
N
= − log 2π − N log σ −
.
2
2σ 2
n=1

The summand is strictly positive since it is a quotient of squares, thus log L is maximized by minimizing this sum. Carrying this procedure out on the linear regression
model results in estimators for the model parameters and σ. These are not relevant
to us however, as we were only interested in the linear regression problem in order to
emulate the reasoning for Wahba’s Problem.
Wahba’s problem may be related to MLE by assuming that each measurement
vector bn is the result of a true vector b̂ convolved with zero-mean Gaussianly distributed noise. As with the linear regression case, we shall assume the distinct n
are independently distributed, though this is a different requirement than the equivalent assumption in simple linear regression since the various n are not the results
of the same variable observed over a range of predictor inputs but rather distinct
measurements taken simultaneously with a variety of instruments. Since the noise is
zero-mean Gaussianly distributed it seems like it may be a reasonable to assumption
to suppose bn are also quasi-Gaussianly distributed, so for any given n we may write
fn (bn |A; rn , an , Nn ) = Nn e−an ||bn −Arn ||

2

(4.15)

where Nn and an are constants to guarantee the fn are well-behaved probability
distributions. Thus, under the assumption that the various measurement vectors are
not correlated either with each other or intrinsically between their components, the
likelihood function may be expressed as a product
L(A) =

N
Y
n=1

Nn e−an ||bn −Arn ||

2

(4.16)
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where Nn and an are constants to guarantee the fn are well-behaved probability
distributions (viz, normalized and ≥ 0 for any set of inputs and parameters. The
log-likelihood is then
log L(A) =

N
X
n=1

log(Nn ) −

N
X

an ||bn − Arn ||2 .

(4.17)

n=1

Suppose we choose an = wn /2, where wn is a weighting parameter for the nth measurement. The second term in Eq. (4.17) is then identical to Eq. (4.11). Since log L(A)
will be maximized by minimizing this term, which follows through a similar argument
as for the linear regression case, we recover Wahba’s problem of minimizing J(A) to
estimate A by forming the MLE of A given the observations bn . Estimates resulting from solving Wahba’s problem are therefore also minimum variance estimates of
the attitude. If the an parameters in Eq. (4.15) are taken to be an = (2σn2 )−1 then
wn = σn−2 and Wahba’s loss function takes the form
J(A) =

N
1X
1
||bn − Arn ||2 .
2 n=1 σn2

(4.18)

This is the form of the loss function we shall use for all numerical analysis, since
it replaces the arbitrary weighting factors wn with the variances σn . To be clear,
these are the variances that parameterize the measurement distributions, which are
assumed to be given by bn ∼ N (Ar̂n , σn2 ). The existence and uniqueness of a solution
to Wahba’s problem can be argued on purely physical grounds; moreover it is simple
to show that solutions exist simply through solving the problem. Their uniqueness is
inferred from the fact that the vehicle’s attitude must be physically unique.

4.2.3

Reduction of Wahba’s Loss Function to Canonical Form

The standard way of writing Wahba’s loss function shows clearly how minimizing
J(A) corresponds to minimizing the error of the attitude, but also makes it difficult
to see how it might be solved. A more convenient form is commonly used in analysis
which exploits the requirement that the bn and rn are all unit vectors and A is
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an isometry. We will always have bTn bn = rTn rn = 1 for each n = 1, . . . , N , and
(Av)T (Av) = vT v. We can write the square magnitude as an inner product, thus
L(A) =
=
=

K
1X
wn (bn − Arn )T (bn − Arn )
2 k=1

K
1X
wn [bTn bn − 2bTn Arn + (Arn )T (Arn )]
2 k=1
K
X

(4.19)

wn (1 − bTn Arn ) = λ0 − G(A)

k=1

where we define
λ0 =

K
X

wn and G(A) =

k=1

K
X

wn bTn Arn ,

(4.20)

k=1

G(A) is sometimes called the “gain function”, possibly in relation to the “loss function” J(A), since maximizing G(A) will minimize J(A). Another commonly found
form of G(A) is found by defining the “attitude profile” matrix c.f. [21, 23] as
B≡

K
X

wn bn rTn

(4.21)

k=1

which is related to G(A) by
G(A) = tr(AB T ).

(4.22)

The proof of this fact may be derived by analyzing the matrix equations on the
elemental level. First note that the matrix elements of the outer product wvT are
simply wi vj . The gain function is
G(A) =

N
X
n=1

wn bTn Arn =

N
X

wn

X

n=1

bk,i

i

X

Aij rk,j

j

=

XX
i

Aij

N
X

!

(4.23)

wn bn,i rn,j .

n=1

j

Similarly we have
tr(AB T ) =

XX
i

T
Aij Bji
=

j

XX
i

Aij Bij ,

(4.24)

j

whence we deduce the equivalence
Bij =

N
X
n=1

wn bn,i rn,j ,

(4.25)
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and thus B =

PN

n=1

wn bn rTn as claimed. We shall refer to writing Wahba’s loss

function in the form
J(A) = λ0 − tr(AB T ),

(4.26)

as the “canonical form” of J(A).

4.3

Davenport q-method
The Davenport q-method, which we shall simply call the q-method, is the first

and oldest of the quaternion solutions to Wahba’s Problem. The basic strategy is to
parameterize A with the unit quaternions and show, using the results discussed in
chapter 3, G(q) may be written as a quadratic form qT Kq for some 4 × 4 matrix
K which consists only of weighting factors and measurement vectors. If this can be
accomplished then from the canonical form of Wahba’s loss function
qT Kq = λ0 − J

(4.27)

Kq = (λ0 − J)q ≡ λq,

(4.28)

and therefore

viz. the minimization is reduced to an eigenvalue problem. Supposing that (I) all
of the eigenvalues of K are real and positive and (II) the maximum eigenvalue of
K is distinct, it is easily seen that the maximum eigenvalue, λmax , of K leads to
G = qT Kq = λqT q = λ, and therefore the eigenvector corresponding to λmax will
be the optimal quaternion, qopt . We shall show the K which which satisfies G(q) =
qT Kq is real and symmetric, which implies (I), and that for any well-determined set
of measurements λmax will be distinct as well, which implies (II).
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To derive K let us examine the gain function. We have
G(A) =

X

=

X

wn bTn Arn

n

wn bTn Ξ(q)T Ψ(q)rn =

n

X
n

=

X

=

X

wn (Ξ(q)bn )T Ψ(q)rn

n



=

X









rn  X

bn 
wn (q
wn M(q )   M(q⊗)   =
n
0
0

wn (bn ⊗ q)T (rn

q) =

X

bn )T (q ⊗ rn )

(4.29)

wn (M(bn ⊗)q)T (M(rn )q)

n

n

!
T

T

wn q M(bn ⊗) M(rn )q = q

T

X

n

T

wn M(bn ⊗) M(rn ) q

n

So the K matrix we sought is
K=

X

wn M(bn ⊗)T M(rn ) =

n

X

wn ΩT (bn )Γ(rn ).

(4.30)

n

In this form it is difficult to recognize K is symmetric and thus we are interested in
obtaining a more refined expression for K. This is important because we’ve predicated
the whole method on the fact K is symmetric, since otherwise K may have complex
eigenvalues in which cases λmax will not be well-defined. We can find a block form
of the K matrix by using the matrix definitions of Ω and Γ from chapter 3. For
simplicity, let us consider just one n. We find
wn ΩT (bn )Γ(rn )


T 









×
×
×
×
rn 
rn 
−bn bn   rn
bn −bn   rn
= wn 
 
 = wn 


−bTn 0
−rTn 0
bTn
0
−rTn 0



(4.31)



× ×
T
×
bn rn + bn rn bn rn 
= wn 
.
T
bTn r×
b
r
n
n n

Since this is true for any n and matrices are linear, the elements of K are equal to the
sum of each of the elements in the final expression in Eq. (4.31) over all n. Performing
this summation we identify
tr(B) =

X
n

wn bTn rn ,

(4.32)
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define





B23 − B32 

z=

X
n










B31 − B13  ,
wn bn × rn = 



B12 − B21

(4.33)

and finally, from the definitions of B and the cross-product matrix, find
X

×
T
T
wn (b×
n rn + bn rn ) = B + B − tr(B)I.

(4.34)

n

The K matrix is then written in terms of the attitude profile matrix as




T

z 
B + B − tr(B)I
K(B) = 
,
zT
tr(B)

(4.35)

which we see is obviously symmetric. We shall furthermore define the labels
ρ = B + B T and σ = tr(B)
so that



(4.36)



ρ − σI z 
K(ρ, σ) = 

,
zT
σ

(4.37)

Which is a common way of labeling the elements of the K matrix and used in the
derivation of the QUEST algorithm in section 4.4.

4.3.1

Other Arguments That Kq = λmax q Minimizes J

The argument that J(q) is minimized for the unit quaternion which satisfies Kq =
λmax q can be made a variety of ways, two more of which we shall review for the sake of
completeness. The first way is to write J(q) = λ0 − qT Kq, note the unit quaternion
constraint can be written qT q = 1, and consider the optimization Lagrangian
Λ(q, λ) = J(q) − λ(1 − qT q),

(4.38)

where λ is a Lagrange multiplier. Minimizing J under this constraint is equivalent to
minimizing Λ(q, λ) unconstrained, obtained by solving
∂Λ
= −Kq + λq = 0,
∂q

(4.39)
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which implies Kq = λq, the maximum being achieved when λ = λmax . The second
way is to use a well-known theorem for quadratic forms. In particular if M is a
real-valued and symmetric matrix and x is any vector then
max (xT M x) = ||x||2 λmax ,

(4.40)

x ∈ RN

where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of M . Thus for the gain function maxq∈S 3 (qT Kq) =
λmax . Then J = λ0 − λmax ≥ 0 by construction which must be the minimum.

4.4

QUEST
The Davenport q-Method requires that a 4 × 4 matrix is spectrally decomposed

to solve Wahba’s problem. Although it improves on TRIAD the q-Method can also
be computationally expensive if high frequency attitude updates are required. This
problem is solved by QUEST, a refinement of the q-Method which was first discovered by Shuster [23, Sec. 5.3.2]. QUEST is a direct solution to the Davenport
q-Method obtained by transforming the quaternion into the Rodrigues parameters,
p = V [q]/S[q] and using the remaining constraint to approximate the q-Method
eigenvalue iteratively. Let us first define the H matrix as the characteristic matrix of
K, e.g.




(λ + σ)I − ρ

H(λ) = λI − K(B) = 

−zT

−z 
λ−σ

.

(4.41)

From elementary linear algebra we know the basis of Null(H) is also a basis for the
eigenspace of K and therefore for the solution space to the q-method eigenproblem.
Let us consider some q ∈ Null(H). Then


(λ + σ)I − ρ


−zT





−z  V [q]
= 0.
λ−σ



S[q]



(4.42)

From the row of 3 × 3 blocks in Eq. (4.42) we find
[(λ + σ)I − ρ]V [q] − zS[q] = 0,

(4.43)
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and thus dividing by S[q],
V [q]
= [(λ + σ)I − ρ]−1 z.
S[q]

(4.44)

Since V [q]/S[q] are nothing more than the Rodriguez parameters p, once p is known
the attitude quaternion is given via
 

1
p
q=q
 .
1 + pT p 1

(4.45)

The eigenvalue is calculated via Newton-Raphson iteration on
zT p = λ − σ,

(4.46)

or, substituting Eq. (4.44) into Eq. (4.46), we find
λ − σ = zT [(λ + σ)I − ρ]−1 z.
It is to be noted that the standard first guess for λ is λ0 =

(4.47)
P

n

wn =

P

n

σn−2 , which we

assume to be the quest eigenvalue without further iteration. One of the questions of
the present investigation was whether or not putting λ = λ0 for the QUEST algorithm
produces similar results as the q-Method, which should be much more precise a priori.

4.5

The QUEST Measurement Model
The only work done as-to-date on the analysis of attitude statistics has been the

formulation of the so-called “QUEST Measurement Model” (QMM) in the 1980’s
by [1]. In QMM we consider both the true attitude matrix A which maps r 7→ b
perfectly, and an estimate of the attitude matrix Â which maps r to an estimated but
inexact body frame where the measurement vectors have a value b̂. We may then
define the error matrix  which sends Â to A via A = Â, hence  = AÂT . If we
assume  is small, viz. Â ≈ A we can expand the matrix to linear order and work
with the Lie algebra instead, under which the error equation becomes
A = Â ≈ (I + X )Â.

(4.48)
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Our ultimate goal in QMM is to write X as a linear function of nn , the noise parameters for the body frame measurements, then take expected values, discussed further in
chapter 5, to understand the statistics of linear rotations. Therefore from the outset
the following assumptions are made:
1. The errors are small enough to treat as a Lie algebra on the tangent space to
SO(3) (or S 3 for the quaternions), thus the attitude error can be linearized.
2. The measurements have high Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR), so that the error on
the measurement vectors is assumed small compared to their magnitude (in this
case ||nn ||  1 for any n).
3. Expected values of attitude error terms are commensurate with expected values
of measurement error terms.
We assume for the sake of the QMM that the measurement is given by b̂ = b+n. Note
that b is a unit vector and theory and while b̂ is typically normalized, we shall assume
in deriving the model expressions that ||b + n|| ≈ 1, for ||b + n|| ≤ ||b|| + ||n|| ≈ ||b||.
We seek to find an expression for X (or related attitude error parameterization) as
a function of n. Instead of an error matrix representation we shall use a quaternion
representation. In particular if qBR is the quaternion of the exact rotation matrix and
qB̂R is the quaternion of the estimated rotation matrix, an equivalent error quaternion
can be defined as the small quaternion eq using
⊗/2

qB̂R = eq ⊗ qBR = M(eq ⊗)qBR = e

1
≈ I + ⊗ qBR .
2


qBR



(4.49)

Since the error of an algorithm is independent of the true attitude, we may choose an
arbitrary unit quaternion. Suppose we let qBR = 1q . Then
 

qB̂R

1 
= 1q +   ,
2 0

(4.50)

and since the true attitude is taken to be the identity, we may exchange rn with bn
so long as the subscripts are identical.
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We now need to connect the attitude error to the measurement errors. This may
be accomplished through using a model problem, which in this case shall be the
Davenport eigenvalue problem K̂qB̂R = λ̂qB̂R . The measurements for this model
problem are contained in K(B), hence ultimately in the attitude profile matrix B.
The eigenvalue may be written λ̂ = λ + nλ . For the estimated attitude this is
B̂ =

X

wn b̂n rTn =

n

wn (bn + nn )rTn =

X

X

n

wn bn rTn +

n

X

wn nn rTn = B + nB . (4.51)

n

Note that
ρ(B̂) = B̂ + B̂ T = B + nB + (B + nB )T = ρ(B) + ρ(nB )
σ(B̂) = tr(B + nB ) = tr(B) + tr(nB ) = ρ(B) + ρ(nB )
z(b̂) =

X

(4.52)

wn b̂n × rn = z(b) + z(nn )

n

so the K-matrix can be written K̂ = K + nK and we find
 



(K + nK ) 1q +




 

1   
1 

  = (λ + nλ ) 1q +  
2 0
2 0

 

(4.53)

 

λ 
K 
so
  + nK 1q ≈ nλ 1q +   to linear order.
2 0
2 0
Let us examine nK . We first note that nσ = tr(nB ) ≈ 0, for 1 ≈ ||b + n||2 = 1 + b · n,
hence b · n ≈ 0. Since
nB =

X

wn nn rn T =

n

we have nσ = tr nB =

P

n

X

wn nn bn T ,

(4.54)

n

wn bn · nn ≈

σB = tr(B) =

X

P

n

wn × 0 = 0. Note also that

wn bn rTn =

X

wn bn nnT =

X



nTB

w n = λ0 .

(4.55)

Using these results we find




2B − λ0 I 0 
nB +
K=

 and nK = 
0
λ0
nTz



nz 
0

.

(4.56)
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These are substituted into the final line of Eq. (4.53) to obtain
1
1
(2B − λ0 I) + nz = λ0  and nλ = 0,
2
2

(4.57)

and thus we find
 = (λ0 I − B)−1 nz = (λ0 I − B)−1

X

wn nb × b = (B − λ0 I)−1

X

n

wn b× nb ,

(4.58)

n

providing the linear model we originally sought. Now our objective is to calculate
expected values of  according to the assumptions of the QMM.

4.5.1

Expectation Values of the Linearized Error Model

The QMM assumes that n is zero-mean except for the component along b, since
we assume first
1
b · n = − ||n||2 ,
2

(4.59)

1
E[n] = − E[||n||2 ]b.
2

(4.60)

this assumption becomes

Since we assume all expectation values are equivalent
E[] = (B − λ0 I)−1

X

wn b× E[nn ]

n

= −(B − λ0 I)

−1

X
n

1
E[||nn ||2 ]bn )
wn bn ×
2




(4.61)

X
1
= − (B − λ0 I)−1
wn E[||nn ||2 ]bn × bn = 0.
2
n

QMM thus concludes a zero-mean error, which is often e.g. in [23] used to justify the
claim that solutions to Wahba’s problem are unbiased estimates of the attitude error.
The second expectation value calculated by QMM is the covariance matrix given
by
P = E[( − E[])( − E[])T ] = E[T ].

(4.62)
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Eq. (4.58) is substituted into Eq. (4.62) to give
P = (λ0 I − B)−1 E[nz nTz ](λ0 I − B)−1
!
−1

= (λ0 I − B)

XX
n

T
× T
wn wm b×
n E[nn nm ](bm )

(λ0 I − B)−1

m

(4.63)

!

= (λ0 I − B)−1

X

× T
wn2 b×
(λ0 I − B)−1 ,
n Rn (bn )

n
T
] = 0 for n 6= m. QMM
where we have defined Rn = E[nn nnT ] and we see E[nn nm

then assumes that the error vectors are all axially symmetric about the true vector
and also ignores the component of the error along the true vector, from which it may
be shown
2
Rn = σn2 (I − bn bTn ) = −σn2 (b×
n) ,

(4.64)

which completes the connection between P and the measurement uncertainty σn .
We shall be concerned with P in the two-vector case, which it is shown in [23, Sec.
5.5.3] and [1] is given by
P =

σ12 σ22
σ22 b1 bT1 + σ12 b2 bT2
+
b× bT×
||b1 × b2 ||2
σ12 + σ22

(4.65)

for solutions to Wahba’s problem and
P =

σ22 b1 bT1 + σ12 b2 bT2
+ σ12 b× bT×
||b1 × b2 ||2

(4.66)

for TRIAD. We shall use Eq. (4.65) and Eq. (4.66) to compare the numerical results
obtained for the totally nonlinear case discussed in chapter 6 without any simplifying
assumptions made.
QMM is the only general analysis of the accuracy of attitude determination methods currently available. Despite this fact QMM requires a large number of simplifying
assumptions to be made in order to derive usable results. Almost none of these assumptions are well-motivated in the general case, and only a limited number are
reasonable even for the linear case. Chapter 6, which contains the results of this
project, obtains complete distributions of the error statistics for different cases of
uncertainty. Although the closed-form of QMM may be comforting, it will be shown
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that comparison of QMM with the totally nonlinear case reveals there is no regime in
which QMM is accurate to more than a multiplicative factor, and therefore practical
error analysis of attitude determination methods should be based on precise numerical
results rather than QMM.

4.6

Conclusion
Attitude determination is the practical discipline of determining vehicle attitude

given a set of vector observations in the vehicle’s body frame related to measurements
in the reference frame. The two main types of attitude determination algorithms in
current use are geometric methods, of which the TRIAD algorithm is the only example in current use, and solutions to Wahba’s problem which we showed qualify both
as least-squares estimates and MLE’s under the assumption that the measurement
errors are uncorrelated. Although there exist at least a half-dozen methods of solving Wahba’s problem, the most commonly used method is the QUEST algorithm,
which is a specialized version of the Davenport q-Method. These methods are known
as quaternion methods because they return the quaternion which parameterizes the
attitude rather than the attitude matrix itself as TRIAD does. The need to develop
a general theory of attitude errors induced by errors on the measurement vectors
motivated the development of the QUEST Measurement Model (QMM) which supplies results for the mean and covariance of the attitude error. The QMM however
can only be derived if a large number of assumptions are made, most of which are
not generally true. The main purpose of this work was to obtain general results for
attitude error statistics which do not rely on the assumptions made by the QMM but
rather are produced using high performance computational methods. We shall give
an overview of the methods used in chapter 5 and their results in chapter 6.
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5. Statistical Methods
Before describing the results of the investigation, we first review the statistical methods which we use to analyze these results, as well as the models and implementation
used in the Monte Carlo simulations.

5.1

Statistics of Distributions
In this work we shall be concerned primarily with the statistics of univariate

probability distributions. We assume basic familiarity with probability theory e.g. as
found in [85–90] but will review continuous probability in this section both for the
sake of completeness and to make clear the notation and conventions we use. By a
random variable X we mean a map from a sample space S to a set R ⊂ R such that
for each ξ ∈ S there exists x ∈ R for which X(ξ) = x [85, 87]. We assume the map X
to be continuous, which we shall understand to mean measurable in the sense that
there is a smooth, continuous function f : R → R for which dµ(X) = f (X)dx is a
measure on the σ-algebra generated by the Borel sets of R [87, 91–93]. Generally f
is only valued over R, but we shall assume R = R unless otherwise noted so that
f (x) and dµ(x) will generally be written. The real-valued function f (x) is called the
probability density function (PDF) of the random variable X, which we shall often
refer to as the distribution of X. Any PDF is assumed to be normalized, e.g. [85]
Z
R

dµ(x) =

Z

Z∞

f (x)dx =

R

f (x) dx = 1.

(5.1)

−∞

The probability that the true value of the random variable x is in the interval (x, x +
dx) is given by f (x)dx, thus the probability x ∈ [a, b] for two given bounds a and b
is [85, 87–90]
P (a ≤ x ≤ b) =

Zb
a

f (x) dx.

(5.2)
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It is customary to define the cumulative distribution as [85]
F (x) = P (−∞ ≤ χ ≤ x) =

Zx

f (χ) dχ,

(5.3)

−∞

and from Eq. (5.3) and the fundamental theorem of calculus we find F 0 (x) = f (x).
The mean of the distribution f (x) is defined as [85, 87]
Z∞

E[x] = µx =

xf (x) dx.

(5.4)

(x − µx )2 f (x) dx.

(5.5)

−∞

The variance of f (x) is [85, 87]
2

E[(x − µx ) ] =

σx2

Z∞

=

−∞

In Eq. (5.4) and Eq. (5.5) we have used the connection of these quantities to expectation values of f (x). Generally the expectation value of E[g(x)] where g(x) is any
integrable function R → R is given by [85, 87, 88]
E[g(x)] =

Z∞

g(x)f (x) dx,

(5.6)

−∞

supposing this integral exists [87].1 Thus the mean of f (x) is the expectation value of
g(x) = x while the variance is the expectation value of g(x) = (x − E[x])2 . We note
that the expectation value operator is linear. Suppose g(x) and h(x) are measurable
functions with respect to f (x) and α, β ∈ R, then
E[αg(x) + βh(x)] =

Z∞

(αg(x) + βh(x))f (x) dx

−∞

=α

Z∞

−∞

g(x)f (x) dx + β

Z∞

(5.7)
h(x)f (x) dx = αE[g(x)] + βE[h(x)].

−∞

The expectation values E[x] and E[x2 ] are part of a special sequence of expectation
values known as the moments of f (x), which are given by expectation values of the
form mn = E[xn ], n = 1, 2, 3, . . . the general term being called the nth (geometric)
1

The condition that Eq. (5.6) exists is often referred to as g(x) being measurable with respect to
the PDF f (x) (more generally the measure dµ) [91–93].
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moment of f (x). For most practical purposes, e.g. [87], the moments of a distribution
contain all of the statistical information about the distribution, since any statistic
can be calculated given knowledge of E[g(x)] for some function g(x). In particular,
if g(x) is measurable and has a Taylor series about x0 = 0 which converges uniformly
on R then we may write
E[g(x)] =

Z∞

∞
X

−∞

n=0

!

αn xn f (x) dx =

∞
X

 ∞
Z

αn
xn f (x)

n=0



dx =

−∞

∞
X

αn mn ,

(5.8)

n=0

where αn = g (n) (x = 0) are the MacLaurin coefficients of g. For distributions µx 6= 0,
the geometric moments E[xn ] are asymmetrically set about zero. This is remedied by
defining the centered moments E[(x − µx )n ] [86–88] which set the nth order geometric
moment about the mean. σx2 for instance is the second-order centered moment of
f (x). Centered and uncentered moments are related by application of the binomial
formula [94]
E[(x − µ)n ] =

n
X

 

n
n−j
E[xj ]µn−j
  (−1)
x .

j=0

(5.9)

j

Finally we introduce the Gaussian distribution in one dimension, which is defined by
the PDF [85–87]
1
2
2
e−(x−µx ) /2σx .
fG (x) = √
2πσx

(5.10)

We shall also consider, as we did in chapter 4, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) given
as
SNR =

||b̂||
.
||b||

(5.11)

Thus an SNR close to 1 indicates measured vectors are extremely precise (low σ),
while an SNR close to 0 indicates measured vectors are extremely coarse (large σ).
We shall use two dimensional angular Gaussian distributions as noise models for
Monte Carlo input vectors. These Gaussians have a PDF given by
fG (θ, φ) = √

1
2
2
2
e−(θ +φ )/2σ ,
2πσ

where σθ = σφ = σ is identical for both angular parameters.

(5.12)
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Although many basic treatments of statistics define confidence intervals for symmetric distributions, we shall instead introduce the notion of the typical set T ⊆ R,
e.g. as in [95,96] as the set in which “most” of the probability mass of f is contained.
This notion is purposefully vague, since we would like to apply it to a wide variety
of possible distributions in an informal way. We might as a rule-of-thumb define the
“standard typical set”, say T ◦ , as the interval for which P (x ∈ T ◦ ) ≈ 0.9, but stress
that the use of this object in our discussion is mostly illustrative and informal.

5.2

Linearization and Expected Values
The QMM relies on a global linearization of the attitude error, reasoning that the

error should be “small” compared to the overall measurement value. This allows one
to conclude the expectation value of the error in any attitude estimate is zero, and
further argue (e.g. as in [23, Sec. 5.5]) this must mean the estimate is unbiased. One
key result of the present investigation is that, while the expected value of the attitude
error becomes arbitrarily small as the variance of a zero-mean noise distribution is
monotonically decreased, the expected value of the attitude error is never exactly
zero and indeed may be far from zero if the variance of the noise is large. This
is a robust result found in all performed simulations and furthermore agrees with
common sense. For instance, if X is a zero-mean Gaussianly distributed random
variable then X 2 will be χ2 -distributed and E[X 2 ] 6= 0 despite the fact E[X] =
0 is assumed. Thus we cannot maintain the output statistics obtained through a
linearized transformation necessarily preserves or approximates the output statistics
of the nonlinear transformation in general, nor that this should be the case for the
attitude determination algorithms in chapter 4 in particular. In this section we give
a short heuristic argument regarding how the linearization of a function of a random
variable sampled from a zero-mean distribution erroneously leads to the conclusion
that the expected value of the linearized output distribution is also zero. We then
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show how incorporating higher-order moments allows the correct conclusion to be
drawn.
Let x be a measurement with related noise nx which is sampled from a zero-mean
distribution. Suppose we write x = x∗ + nx where x∗ is a fixed “true” value of x.
Now suppose x is related to some y = f (x) where f is a smooth, nonlinear function.
Clearly if nx = 0 then x = x∗ and the output value would be y ∗ = f (x∗ )–the true
value of y. In general nx 6= 0 but rather E[nx ] = 0. Therefore we will have y = y ∗ +ny ,
for some induced noise ny on y related to nx by ny = f (x∗ + nx ) − y ∗ . We therefore
have
y ∗ = f (x∗ ) and y ∗ + ny = f (x∗ + nx ),

(5.13)

hence
E[ny ] = E[f (x∗ + nx ) − y ∗ ] = E[f (x∗ + nx )] − E[y ∗ ] = E[f (x∗ + nx )] − y ∗ , (5.14)
which there is no a priori reason to conclude is zero. Now suppose nx  x∗ and we
choose to linearize f about x∗ . We will find
f (x) = f (x∗ ) + f 0 (x∗ )nx + O(n2x ) ≈ f (x∗ ) + f 0 (x∗ )nx = y ∗ + f 0 (x∗ )nx ,

(5.15)

so E[ny ] appears to yield
E[ny ] = E[f (x∗ + nx )] − y ∗ ≈ E[y ∗ + f 0 (x∗ )nx ] − y ∗ = y ∗ + f 0 (x∗ )E[nx ] − y ∗
= f 0 (x∗ )E[nx ],
(5.16)
and we conclude E[ny ] = 0 since E[nx ] = 0 by assumption. The flaw in this reasoning
is that we have failed to take into account higher-order moments of nx , which are not
zero a priori 2 . Let us now complete the calculation with the full expansion of f (x)
about x∗ , viz. put
f (x) =
2

∞
X

∞
X
f (ν) (x∗ ) ν
f (ν) (x∗ ) ν
nx = y ∗ +
nx
ν!
ν!
ν=2
ν=0

In fact this will never be true unless the measurement is perfectly noiseless.

(5.17)
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to find
∞
X
f (ν) (x∗ )
f (ν) (x∗ ) ν
nx =
E[nνx ]
E[ny ] = E
ν!
ν!
ν=2
ν=2
1
1
= f 00 (x∗ )E[n2x ] + f (3) (x∗ )E[n3x ] + . . .
2
6

"∞
X

#

(5.18)

l
If E[nm
x ] > E[nx ] for any two integers m > l then this growth must be balanced

by respective decay of the Taylor coefficients in order to guarantee convergence of
l
the series. For the case where E[nm
x ] < E[nx ] the only requirement of the Taylor

coefficients is they not grow faster than the moments decay. Supposing the series in
Eq. (5.18) converges then E[ny ] can be estimated by truncations to finite order but
generally O(n ≥ 2) is required to produce meaningful results given zero-mean inputs.

5.3

Histogram Approximation of a Distribution
Since much of our investigation uses computational methods, in particular Monte

Carlo methods as discussed in section 5.4, we are generally not able to provide the
continuous distribution f (x). Instead we shall consider a discretized version of f
which we shall refer to as the histogram of f [85,86,88–90] and denote H(f ) or, when
f is understood, simply H. We describe the relationship between f and H in the
present section.
Suppose the typical set of f is contained in an interval [a, b]. Then for each
x ∈ [a, b], f is simply a map to the infinitesimal probability interval f (x)dx. Now
suppose we consider a finite limit dx → δx . If we observe f in a symmetric subinterval
[χ − δx /2, χ + δx /2] ⊂ [a, b] we can approximate f (x) via
1
f (x) = f (χ) + f 0 (χ)(x − χ) + f 00 (χ)(x − χ)2 · · · ≈ f (χ) + f 0 (χ)(x − χ),
2

(5.19)

for x ∈ [χ − δx /2, χ + δx /2]. Consider now a grid of points χ1 , χ2 , . . . , χN arranged so
that
[a, b] = [χ1 − δx /2, χ1 + δx /2) ∪ · · · ∪ [χN − δx /2, χN + δx /2],

(5.20)
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where χi + δx /2 = χi+1 − δx /2 and therefore [χi − δx /2, χ1 + δx /2] ∩ [χi+1 − δx /2, χ2 +
δx /2] = ∅. Then the distribution f (x) can be approximated over all [a, b] by

f (x) ≈





f (χ1 ) + f 0 (χ1 )(x − χ1 )







f (χ ) + f 0 (χ )(x − χ )

2
2
2

x ∈ [χ1 − δx /2, χ1 + δx /2)
x ∈ [χ2 − δx /2, χ2 + δx /2)


..



.







f (χN ) + f 0 (χN )(x − χN )

(5.21)

x ∈ [χN − δx /2, χN + δx /2]

We call the subintervals [χi − δx /2, χi + δx /2) the bins of the histogram H(f ) and N
the bin number. If N is large, perhaps 103 −104 , so that δx  b−a, the approximation
in Eq. (5.21) converges to an equality. Indeed, for extremely large N we may instead
write a rectangular approximation




f (χ1 )








f (χ2 )

f (x) ≈ H(x) ≡ 

..



.







f (χN )

x ∈ [χ1 − δx /2, χ1 + δx /2)
x ∈ [χ2 − δx /2, χ2 + δx /2)

,

(5.22)

x ∈ [χN − δx /2, χN + δx /2]

which we refer to as the histogram of f .
We now turn to the practical question of obtaining H(f ) given a set of observations
X = [x1 , . . . , xM ]. We first proceed to decide some number of bins N . While it is
clear that choosing N < M is necessary, the best number of bins selected for a given
number of observations is a subtler issue which we address in the context of the
current study in section 5.6. For the moment we assume N is chosen and denote
histograms formed from the set of observations X as H(X, N ). Since X is finite
the endpoints of the superimposed interval [a, b] may be determined via a = min X
and b = max X. Since N is chosen, we can set δx = (max X − min X)/N so that
χ1 = min X + δx /2 and χi = χi−1 + δx . The bins of the histogram are therefore
determined by Bi = [χi − δx /2, χi + δx /2), with each of the input quantities calculated
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as defined above. We now must find f (χi ) for each i = 1, . . . N . Since in the finite
limit we have
f (χi )δx = P (x ∈ Bi |x ∈ X) =

Mi
,
M

(5.23)

where Mi = |{x ∈ X : x ∈ Bi }|, we may simply put f (χi ) = Mi /(M δx ). See this
normalizes H(X, N ) for
Z∞
−∞

N
1 X
f (x)dx ≈
Mi = 1.
f (χi )δx =
M i=1
i=1
N
X

(5.24)

The next logical question is how the observation set X is obtained and under what
conditions of making observations creates an H(X, N ) which truly approximates f .
We discuss this question at length in section 5.4.

5.4

Monte Carlo Approach
Monte Carlo theory [97–106], covers a wide range of techniques which are com-

monly applied both to the estimation of a deterministic quantity using a random
process [104, 106] and the propagation of uncertainty from one random distribution
to another [105]. In this work the term Monte Carlo will refer solely to the latter
instance. Furthermore we shall be interested in estimating the entire propagated distribution, rather than the estimation of moments of the distribution directly from the
Monte Carlo methods. Using this approach an arbitrary number of moments can be
obtained by numerical integration of the distribution and computations can be completed in post-processing steps. We review the theory of this Monte Carlo application
in the present section.
Suppose X is a random variable sampled from a known distribution and Y is
another random variable related to X by Y = g(X). If g is a complicated function,
the distribution of Y is generally not only distinct from the distribution of X but
also much more complex than f (x), and therefore it is often extremely difficult to
infer the distribution of Y from the distribution of X via analytic techniques. The
distribution of Y may however be inferred much more easily through computational
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techniques. In paticular if there exists a sampling function ς(f, N ) [97] which draws
N random, uncorrelated values from the PDF f , then we make the ansatz that the
distribution of Y can be approximated by the following principle, which we call the
“Monte Carlo Principle”.

Monte Carlo Principle: Suppose ς(f, N ) is a sampling function which draws random, uncorrelated values from a PDF f and which covers the entire domain of f as
N → ∞. Furthermore suppose X ∼ f , Y ∼ h and Y = g(X) where g : R → R is a
continuous, bounded function on the domain of f . Then
lim H([y1 , y2 , . . . , yN ], Nbins ) = h(x),

N →∞

(5.25)

where yi = g(xi ) and Nbins is the bin number.

The Monte Carlo Principle leads directly to what might be called the “Monte
Carlo Process”. We draw a large number of samples x1 , x2 , . . . , xN from ς(f, N ),
compute y1 , y2 , . . . , yN and form a histogram of the resulting yi . Then according to the
Monte Carlo Principle the histogram of these estimates converges to the population
distribution of Y for suitably large N . This encourages us to consider g as a “black
box”, which can be used to map input distributions f to output distributions h as
well as individual x to individual y, viz.
g : x 7→ y

limN →∞ ς(f,N )

−→

g : f (x) 7→ h(y).

(5.26)

Suppose Ω is the domain of X. We can ask the question whether or not ς(f, N )
adequately covers Ω as N → ∞, since otherwise the Monte Carlo Principle fails.
Processes leading to sampling functions which allow the Monte Carlo Principle to be
applied are called ergodic [107–109]. Generally the ergodicity of a given stochastic
process on an arbitrary space is difficult to prove. We however make use of the
fact that all sampling is performed on the real numbers, with the sampled input
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distributions zero-mean Gaussian distributions. The standard sampling function for
this case is the composition of a large number of uniform distributions, e.g.
ς(fG ) → U1 ◦ U2 ◦ U3 ◦ · · · ◦ UM , M  1,

(5.27)

which converge to the zero-mean Gaussian for large M via the Central Limit Theorem
[85, 86]. Ergodic processes for uniform sampling are among the simplest to construct
and have been standardized for many decades; thus, the sampling of a Gaussian
variable is also a standard procedure which we do not discuss in detail but may be
found in many texts e.g. [97].

5.5

Simulation Parameters and Sampling Model
To perform the Monte Carlo simulations a number of preliminary parameters are

first needed. In the language of section 5.4 these are the input X, its distribution
f , and the function g which maps X to the output Y in which we are interested.
For the present analysis X is taken to be a distribution of measured vectors in the
vehicle’s body frame, whose mean is the true value of the body frame vector. Following
section 5.2 and the convention throughout this work, we seek to separate b into b̂ + n
where n is a noise vector sampled from a 3 × 1 Gaussian distribution. If b̂ is selected
as an arbitrary unit vector, we immediately note the same problem as occurred in
the QMM, which is that b̂ + n is not a unit vector for any n 6= 0. Instead of ignoring
this fact and assuming the noise magnitude is small enough to make the difference
inconsequential, as was done in the QMM, we instead change the model. In particular
the body frame vector can be written in spherical coordinates, and since its magnitude
is unity, this representation only possesses two degrees of freedom, the longitudinal
parameter φ and azimuthal parameter θ. Using this model the parameters may be
written
θ̂ = θ + nθ ,
φ̂ = φ + nφ ,

(5.28)
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with the cartesian vector recovered via
x = cos φ sin θ
y = sin φ sin θ

(5.29)

z = cos φ.
The sampling distribution is then given by Eq. (5.12) and σ is identified with the
standard error on the measurement. Since we are interested in sampling two vector
measurements and using them to compute trial attitude solutions, we generally create
two pairs of angular coordinates (φ1 , θ1 ) and (φ2 , θ2 ) and sample two pairs of noise
parameters (nφ1 , nθ1 ) and (nφ2 , nθ2 ). The individual pairs are sampled from the same
distribution, but since we consider the possibility of the two measurements being
obtained from different sources (say a magnetometer and a sun sensor or some other
independent ensemble), we create two versions of Eq. (5.12), with standard errors σ1
and σ2 .
Having proper input parameters and a reasonable sampling model we now decide
upon a model function. As discussed throughout this work, we examine as model
functions the QUEST, the q-Method, and TRIAD algorithms. These three methods
are a reasonable subselection of the possible attitude determination algorithms for the
reasons which have been discussed in chapter 4 and throughout this work, namely they
consist of both geometric and least-squares solutions for the attitude, while QUEST
and the q-Method are both tested for comparison with one another, both testing the
influence of selecting λ = λ0 and also whether or not these methods produce the same
relative distribution. Computer functions for QUEST, the q-Method, and TRIAD
were all written which accept the sampled b1 and b2 as well as w1 = σ1−2 and w2 = σ2−2
for the least-squares methods. The output of the quaternion methods was transformed
into the attitude matrix by the passivation of the standard parameterization discussed
in chapter 3 and thus all results were ultimately returned as 3 × 3 attitude matrices.
We now turn to the final parameter which must be chosen, the output parameter
Y . Since each of the methods is programmed to return a 3 × 3 matrix, the choice of a
suitable output parameter is nontrivial. To form the simplest possible histograms we
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sought a scalar parameter which parameterized the attitude error in an intuitive way.
Using the axis-angle decomposition discussed in chapter 2, we decided the principle
angle of the error matrix was suitable. Although we have discussed the elements
necessary to derive this value at various places throughout the text, we collect them
all here for the sake of the reader.
Suppose that A is the true attitude matrix and Â is the estimated attitude matrix
returned from a Monte Carlo iteration. The error matrix  of the estimate is defined to
be the matrix which rotates the estimated attitude into the true attitude via A = Â.
From the axis-angle representation of the matrix proved in chapter 2 we find
tr A = (cos Θ)tr I − (sin Θ)tr e× + (1 − cos Θ)tr (eeT )

(5.30)

= 3 cos Θ + (1 − cos Θ) = 1 + 2 cos Θ.
We denote the principle angle of the error matrix by δ, so that by Eq. (5.30),
1
1
cos δ = (tr  − 1) = (tr AÂT − 1).
2
2

(5.31)

Using Eq. (5.31) δ can be easily calculated since A is arbitrarily chosen and the
corresponding values of the true body frame measurements are calculated via r1 =
AT (q)b1 and r2 = AT (q)b2 . δ is calculated for each run of the Monte Carlo by the
inverse cosine of the rightmost expression of Eq. (5.31). For −90◦ ≤ δ ≤ 90◦ the
principle value of the inverse cosine is positive, so that estimates δ̂ of the error angle
resulting from Monte Carlo trials are also positive, even when the actual δ of the
attitude matrix calculated from the Monte Carlo trial is not. This is equivalent to a
symmetric binning of the estimated body frame basis vectors along rings of equal arc
length, where δ is identified with an infinitesimal ring of vectors whose product bT b̂
is invariant. Since our objective was to describe the magnitude of attitude errors in
terms of a scalar parameter, the specific position of an estimate on the ring defined
by its δ is unimportant, but could be found from the invariant axis of  if necessary.
We saw use the attitude error vector, ε = δe , where e is the invariant axis of ,
to represent attitude uncertainty. This parameter contains both the magnitude and
direction of the error, thus is attractive for analytic treatment, and is related to δ by
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δ 2 = tr (εεT ). Therefore E[δ 2 ] = tr cov(ε, ε), which can be used to recast estimates
made from QMM into our formulation.

5.6

Monte Carlo Iteration Number and Histogram Binning
As discussed in section 5.4 the accuracy of the histogram produced by a Monte

Carlo simulation is directly related to the number of Monte Carlo iterations. In the
present study all simulations were performed for 5×106 Monte Carlo iterations, which
yielded robust distributional convergence and also allowed for a large enough number
of bins to resolve high-order curvature of the δ-histograms.
An important tradeoff for each simulation was the total number of iterations versus
the number of bins included in the output histogram. If the ratio ρH = N/NBins
falls to less than ∼ 103 , the variation in probability mass of sequential bins comes
to within an integral factor of the overall probability mass of the bins themselves,
and the histogram reconstruction has poor pointwise convergence to the population
distribution. This causes the reconstruction to appear fuzzy and imprecise when
overlain. An example of this effect is shown for a Gaussian distribution in Fig. 5.1.
The best compromise between using a large enough bin number to reasonably fit
histograms to parametric models and maintaining ρH high enough to ensure pointwise
convergence without incurring unreasonable simulation times was found to be NBins =
1500 (ρH ≈ 3333). It is possible this tradeoff could be circumvented if the sample
was binned using smooth basis elements, as would be the case using a Kernel Density
Estimator (KDE) method [110–112]. If an extraordinarily high level of pointwise
convergence is required while simultaneously creating a large number of bins, the use
of KDE methods may be necessary to maintain reasonable simulation times and total
iteration numbers less than 108 −109 . Distributional morphology, both in the example
case of and in the actual results, is robustly captured using histogram binning with
ρH ≈ 3333, and the uncertainty in sample statistics due to pointwise convergence
errors is too small to affect major conclusions drawn from the numerics.
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Figure 5.1.. Convergence of histogram reconstruction (green) to the underlying population distribution (blue) as ρH is increased. N = 5 × 106 samples of N (0, 0.1) with
NBins = 104 , 5 × 103 , 1.5 × 103 , and 103 respectively.

5.7

Calculation of Moments from Histogram
Moments of the output distribution can be calculated directly from the Monte

Carlo iterations, but generally require a separate calculation to be performed for
each iteration and for each desired moment. Since we sought foremost to obtain
high-fidelity histograms of output distributions we exploited this data by calculating
geometric moments via numerical integration of the functions xn convolved with the
output histograms. This both saved computing time as extra calculations did not have
to be performed at every iteration of the Monte Carlo simulation and allowed for a
greater flexibility of analysis as an arbitrary number of moments could be calculated
in a post-processing step from a single simple function. In this process the integral is
treated as a Riemann sum with an interpolating rule for each bin to most accurately
estimate the true variation of the integrand over bin width. While a large number
of such rules exist and could be used, we found the elementary interpolant given by
Simpson’s Rule [113–115], e.g.
Z∞
−∞

xn f (x)dx ≈

bins
1 NX
∆(δi )(f (δi−1 ) + 4f (δi ) + f (δi+1 ))
3 i=1

(5.32)

where δi are the histogram grid points calculated as described in section 5.3, and
δ0 = min δ and δNbins +1 = max δ provided sufficient accuracy to reliably approximate
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the moments of the output histograms. Here the length of the Riemann interval is
denoted ∆(δi ) and is taken as twice the grid point separation for i 6= 1, Nbins and 1.5
times the grid point separation for i = 1, or Nbins .

5.8

Conclusion
In the present study we are primarily concerned with the statistical properties of

continuous univariate distributions, in particular their moments and the calculation
of high-fidelity histograms for real-valued distributions of a single variable. The QMM
relies on a global linearization of the attitude error and model with zero-mean input
noise and therefore can be shown to lead to false conclusions regarding the first
moment of the output. The present study therefore utilizes Monte Carlo simulation,
which approximates the true output distribution computationally to high precision
for many iterations and does not make any a priori assumptions regarding the output
statistics beyond the sampling model for correlating true measurements with input
noise. For this study we take this sampling model to be a direct convolution of the
angular description of the measurements with Gaussian noise, which allows both the
simulated true and measured vectors to be given as unit vectors. Using the angle-axis
parameterization of the attitude matrix it may be shown the magnitude of the attitude
error is represented by δ, the principle angle of the error matrix  = AÂT . Finally
we compute moments of the output distribution not by direct Monte Carlo moment
methods but rather by numerical integration using Simpson’s Rule of the moment
function xn convolved with the output histogram of a Monte Carlo simulation, which
is attractive since it allows an arbitrary number of moments to be calculated using a
small post-processing script, rather than using extraneous computing time during the
full Monte Carlo simulation. In the next chapter we discuss the simulations performed
and the results obtained.
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6. Monte Carlo Results and Analysis
In this chapter we shall discuss the exact Monte Carlo simulations described in chapter 5 and present the results and conclusions obtained from them. We begin by
describing the structure of the simulations we carried out, viz. the simulation parameters and cases we ran, as well as why these particular simulations were selected. We
then proceed to present results from the simulations following the described structure
and finally conclude with an analytic calculation of the mean Cartesian measured vector at the input, demonstrating that there is a small but non-zero bias even after this
simple coordinate transformation, supporting our conclusion that a slight non-zero
mean is an actual characteristic of the true error distributions.

6.1

Simulation Structure
We ran a large number of simulations for the present analysis. Beginning first with

the assumption that relative geometry was irrelevant, we ran a number of simulations
for a case in which the angle between the constructed “true” measurements was
θ ≈ 53◦ . For this case we first ran simulations which calculated histograms for each
method following input variances of
(σ1 , σ2 ) ={(0.1◦ , 0.1◦ ), (0.1◦ , 1◦ ), (0.1◦ , 5◦ )
◦

◦

◦

◦

◦

(6.1)

◦

(1 , 1 ), (1 , 5 ), (5 , 5 )}.
The results of these simulations are presented and discussed in section 6.5. One particular result was the identical morphology in the histogram structure for simulations
in which σ1 = σ2 , which we termed the ‘equivariant’ case due to the equal variances of
the noise distributions for both measurements. This suggested a further set of simulations be pursued to elucidate the behavior of the histograms and their distributions
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for equivariant inputs whose only variable parameter was σ ≡ σ1 = σ2 . The σ for
this set of simulations were
σ = {0.0001◦ , 0.0002◦ , 0.0005◦ , 0.00075◦ , 0.001◦ , 0.002◦ ,
0.005◦ , 0.0075◦ , 0.01◦ , 0.02◦ , 0.05◦ , 0.075◦ , 0.1◦ ,

(6.2)

0.2◦ , 0.5◦ , 0.75◦ , 1◦ , 2◦ , 5◦ , and 7.5◦ }.
We found that these histograms could be fit to generalized gamma distributions with
relatively constant structure constants for values of σ which cover many orders of
magnitude, the only change in the distribution being a linear change in the scale
parameter relative to the change in σ. The procedure at this point was a comparison
to the QMM, which was done by direct comparison of the predicted variance of δ
from QMM and that resulting from the full simulation. The dependence of the QMM
estimated principle angle variance on the relative vector geometry suggested that
our initial assumption that relative true vector geometry was irrelevant should be
revisited. A second set of simulations consisting of copies of the first two sets was
performed for true vectors whose relative geometry was θ = 90◦ . The results of these
simulations, given in section 6.2 and section 6.3, confirmed the general prediction
of the QMM that relative geometry strongly influences error statistics, but just as
comparison for the 53◦ case revealed, the specific predictions of QMM, in particular
the claim that E[δ] = 0 and the estimate of E[δ 2 ], are generally false to some extent.

6.2

Histogram Results for θ = 90◦
The first results we present are the histograms obtained for the input various given

in Eq. (6.1) with b̂1 · b̂2 = 0 which are shown in Fig. 6.1.
From these results we see that δ follows an asymmetric, non-zero mean, unimodal
distribution in each simulation. Although it may at first seems as though the nonGaussianity of the δ-histograms is inconsistent with the predicted Gaussianity of
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Figure 6.1.. Monte Carlo histograms for b̂1 · b̂2 = 0 simulations.

QMM-based error distributions, recall that in the linear (e.g. Lie Algebraic) limit in
which QMM applies we may write
δ=

q

ε21 + ε22 + ε23 ,

(6.3)

where εi are the components of the rotation vector, , of the error matrix. From
Eq. (4.65) and Eq. (4.66) we see that the claimed Gaussianity applies only to , thus
not necessarily to δ. Using the known variances from QMM in a smaller Monte Carlo
simulation, we are able to obtain the QMM predicted distribution for δ, which we
compare with the full Monte Carlo distributions in section 6.7, where we shall provide
a defer more extensive discussion of the differences between QMM predictions and
Monte Carlo results.
The only cases where there is an observable difference in the histograms for TRIAD
and the quaternion solutions are the equivariant cases, and there is no observable difference between using the q-Method and QUEST with λ = λ0 . This last result is
surprising, and shows that the estimated attitude is always nearly “loss-less” (viz. if
Â is the estimated attitude then J(Â) ≈ 0) even in cases where it is far from the true
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attitude. Therefore, it is apparent that when using noisy vector measurements, minimization of the Wahba loss function, even to nearly zero, is not necessarily equivalent
to finding a precise estimate of the attitude.

6.2.1

Convergence of Histograms for σ1 6= σ2

We previously mentioned that histograms for distinct methods become equivalent
in cases where σ1 6= σ2 . In this section we examine the reason for this. In order to
perform this analysis systematically we introduce the parameter
κσ =

σmax
,
σmin

(6.4)

where σmax = max{σ1 , σ2 } and σmin = min{σ1 , σ2 }. The loss function for two measurements can thus be written as
e2 (A) e2min (A)
1
J(A) = max2
+
= 2
2
2σmax
2σmin
2σmin

!

1 2
e (A) + e2min (A) .
κ2σ max

(6.5)

In the case where κσ is large enough so that κ2σ  1, the loss function becomes
κ2σ 1

J(A) ≈

e2min (A)
,
2
2σmin

(6.6)

so that the information used to estimate the attitude comes almost completely from
the more precise measurement, as is the case with TRIAD. Unlike TRIAD it is simple
to parameterize the ratio of precise to coarse information used which is given by κ2σ .
Thus for κσ = 5, the least κσ of all examined unequal variance cases, the information
from the more precise measurement is favored 25:1 to that of the coarser measurement. This convergence is also predicted by the QMM, as well as being a general
characteristic of any least-squares method [82–84].

6.3

Fit to Parametric Distribution
The simple looking shape of the histograms in Fig. 6.1 suggests the possibility of

fitting these histograms to parametric distributions, thereby offering the possibility
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Figure 6.2.. Fits of Monte Carlo histograms (green) to generalized gamma distributions (blue) for all methods at σ1 = σ2 = 1◦ .

of reducing a large number of histograms calculated with finite numerical precision
and for a finite number of cases to the treatment of a more general case1 by semianalytic methods. Possessing parametric representations for wide classes of distributions would be valuable for practical design of attitude determination systems, as it
would allow the specification of one or more levels of measurement uncertainty and
the attitude determination method used to be quickly translated into a reasonable
estimate of the attitude error distribution. From this distribution critical statistics,
such as E[δ], E[δ 2 ], and confidence intervals of δ under various system designs may
be calculated.
Although general algorithms exist for fitting statistics, such as moments, to generic
distributions, better results are often obtained by fitting to an analytic distribution
which appears at the outset to have a similar shape. In the case of the histograms
1

though obviously not totally general.
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in Fig. 6.1 we attempted to fit the histograms to generalized gamma distributions,
whose general form is given by [116, 117]
fΓ (x) =

Z ∞
(p/ad ) d−1 −(x/a)p
x e
, Γ(x) =
ξ x−1 e−ξ dξ,
Γ(d/p)
0

(6.7)

where p and d are shape parameters and a is a scale parameter. Values of a, p, and d
can be found so that the Monte Carlo histograms are fit well by generalized gamma
distributions in a large portion of their typical set as is shown for the 1◦ equivariant
case in Fig. 6.2. In this figure the bottom three plots are the fractional residuals
calculated using the formula
FR =

fMC − fFit
.
fMC

(6.8)

We see the fit is near perfect, e.g. FR ≈ 0, for the majority of the probability mass,
while the generalized gamma distribution tapers more quickly toward zero for large
attitude errors. We accept this slight nonideality since the overall probability is negligibly small for these extreme values of δ in most conceivable applications. Although
the observed shapes of the histograms shown in Fig. 6.1 suggest each of these cases
could be fit to a generalized gamma distribution, we only fit the equivariant histograms for the simulations described in Eq. (6.2) both because of the simpler single
parameter regression analysis which can be performed, and also due to the clear practical advantage of using two instruments with equal sensitivities. Fitting histograms
produced from the wide range of equivariant cases allows us to gather enough data to
form robust regression curves which can be used to predict distributions for arbitrary
σ.
Fits to generalized gamma distributions were performed using a nonlinear leastsquares method [83]. For equivariant cases, the fits contain little variation in the
shape parameters d and p, ranges of which are given in Table 6.1. We see that these
parameters are essentially constant despite the fact that σ varies over many orders of
magnitude. Moreover there is no discernible correlation of the fitted shape parameters
and σ, hence we shall treat these parameters as constant with values taken as the
arithmetic mean of the reported ranges. Although it may be possible to calculate
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slightly more precise weighted means based on the statistics of p and d, the range of
each of these parameters is sufficiently small to choose any arbitrary value within the
reported ranges without significantly affecting the output statistics.
The final parameter is the scale parameter a, which correlates strongly with σ,
supporting the idea that variation of the generalized gamma parameters for equivariant histograms is equivalent to rescaling a constant shape distribution. We shall
discuss the exact functional dependence of a on σ in section 6.4.

6.4

Equivariant Results for θ = 90◦
In section 6.3 we discussed how using the simulations described in Eq. (6.2) we

could fit enough equivariant histograms to form a regression which allows us to predict
distributions for general σ. In this section we shall show the regression results for
both a versus σ and for the moments of the distribution versus σ.
The first six2 uncentered moments of the equivariant Monte Carlo histograms
were calculated numerically using Eq. (5.32), then plotted versus σ in log-log space
to determine their functional dependence on the input variance. This plot is shown in
Fig. 6.3. We see that the moments of the distributions have a log-linear dependence
on the input variance, which is consistent with our established notion that distribu2

We take six moments in order to verify at a high level of fidelity the log-log linearity, e.g. power
law model, as well as for users of these results who need to estimate expected values of arbitrary
functions of the attitude error to high order.

p

TRIAD

QUEST

q-Method

1.94 − 1.97

1.74 − 1.76

1.74 − 1.76

3.08 − 3.11

3.08 − 3.11

d 3.014 − 3.030

Table 6.1.. Ranges of Shape Parameters for generalized gamma distributions fit to
equivariant histograms.
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Algorithm

n

1

2

3

4

5

6

TRIAD

Cn

1.5145

2.7090

5.4975

12.3507

30.2149

79.5395

νn

1.0001

2.0002

3.0004

4.0006

5.0008

6.0011

·

1.4239

2.4186

4.7009

10.1884

24.1908

62.1160

·

1.0001

2.0001

3.0003

4.0004

5.0005

6.0007

·

1.4249

2.4219

4.7107

10.2171

24.2769

62.3842

·

1.0002

2.0004

3.0006

4.0009

5.0012

6.0015

QUEST

q-Method

Table 6.2.. Fitted regression parameters for moments of equivariant distributions.

tions belonging to equivariant cases possess identical shapes and thus can be almost
completely described by a single scale parameter. The great practical significance of
distributional moments in many applications and the relative hassle of obtaining moments of the generalized gamma distribution also suggests that fitting the calculated
moments to a regression formula will be useful to those wishing to use them in design
applications. Fig. 6.3 shows the moment functions are linear in log-log space, e.g.
log(E[δ n ]) = νn log σ + βn .

(6.9)

Thus their functional dependence on σ in normal coordinates is a power law
E[δ n ] = Cn σ νn ,

where Cn = 10βn .

(6.10)

Although ν and β were the fitted parameters, it is ν and C which are reported for
the regression. These are shown in Table 6.2.
Finally we return to the scale parameter a of the generalized gamma distributions,
which was found to have a first order, viz. linear, correlation with σ and is hence
capable of being treated by the same regression process as for the numerically calculated moments above. The ν and C for a in each method are shown in Table 6.3
with a assumed to be given by the power law a(σ) = Cσ ν . We find that ν ≈ 1, as
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Figure 6.3.. The first six moments of Eq. (6.2) simulation histograms versus input
variance (log-log).

Algorithm q-Method

QUEST

TRIAD

C

1.1016

1.1016

1.3067

ν

0.99998

0.99998

0.99994

Table 6.3.. Regression parameters for a given the model a(σ) = Cσ ν
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is expected from balancing the units of a and σ. The constant C shows sensitive the
change in scale is to the change in input variance, since
da
≈ C,
dσ

(6.11)

and thus is larger for distributions which scale worse (viz. become more shifted to
the right) as σ is increased and smaller for distributions which scale better. We see
here, as is apparent from the equivariant cases shown in Fig. 6.1 that TRIAD scales
worse than solutions to Wahba’s problem.
Finally given the ranges of shape parameters reported in Table 6.1 and the regression parameters given in Table 6.3 we can calculate the generalized gamma distributions as a function of σ for each method. These are given by
fT (δ) = 0.62638 ×

n
o
δ 2.022
1.955
exp
−0.5927
×
(δ/σ)
σ 3.022

(6.12)

fQ (δ) = 1.40467 ×

n
o
δ 2.095
1.75
exp
−0.84422
×
(δ/σ)
σ 3.095

(6.13)

for TRIAD and

for QUEST and the q-Method. It is to be remembered when using these distributions
that they are only valid when the true vector geometry is roughly orthogonal and for
equivariant input noise.

6.5

Histogram Results for θ = 53◦
As was discussed in section 6.1, the first simulations performed did not use vectors

with a relative geometry of 90◦ but rather two randomly generated vectors. The
relative geometry of these two vectors was found to be 53◦ , meaning b1 · b2 ≈ 0.8,
e.g. a nontrival projection of each vector onto the other. The first results from
these simulations were histograms with the input variances given in Eq. (6.1), which
are shown in Fig. 6.4. A striking difference between Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.1 is the
extreme difference in histogram morphology for cases where κσ > 1 (σ1 6= σ2 ). These
histograms are distinct from one another, from the equivariant cases, and from all
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Figure 6.4.. Monte Carlo histograms for b̂1 · b̂2 ≈ 0.8 simulations.

of the cases in shown in Fig. 6.1. Furthermore the equivariant cases in Fig. 6.4 and
Fig. 6.1 have the same general shape, but also differ morphologically in the sense that
they are not similar through a scale parameter. Rather the equivariant distributions
in both Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.1 may both be fit to generalized gamma distributions,
e.g. belong to the same family of distributions, but have different shape parameters
within those distributions.
We see again that the equivariant cases shown in Fig. 6.4 are similar by a scale
parameter. For unequal variance cases the functional behavior is dominated by the
skewness of the distribution and relative sharpness of the peak. As the disparity
between the variances grows, the peak becomes sharper, and in the most disparate
case of (0.1◦ , 5◦ ) the distribution separates into an extremely sharp global maximum
close to the minimum of the distribution, drops drastically over an interval of ∆δ ≈
0.5◦ − 1◦ , and changes concavity to continuously transform into a much smoother
distribution throughout the remainder of the domain of δ. It is therefore appealing
to refer to this distribution has having both a true peak, which is sharp, dominates
over a small interval for very small δ, and is nearly discontinuous, and a smoother
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Figure 6.5.. True peak and quasi-peak for the (0.1◦ , 5◦ ) case.

quasi-peak which is highly continuous and dominates throughout the remainder of
the domain. These are shown in Fig. 6.5. Since the majority of the probability mass
of δ is contained within the domain of the quasi-peak, the statistics of the quasi-peak
tend to dominate global values of the moments of this distribution.
The driving factor in peak sharpness and skewness of the distribution for these
cases appears to be the magnitude of disparity between input variances. It thus
seems reasonable to interpret κσ as a global shape parameter as well as a number
which indexes the degree of similarity between distributions resulting from TRIAD
and the solutions to Wahba’s problem. It seems apparent that as κσ grows, viz. σ1
and σ2 become more disparate, the error distribution becomes skewed to the left,
the peak becomes sharper and ultimately separates into true and quasi-peaks such
as those of the (0.1◦ , 5◦ ) histogram described above. For equivariant cases κσ reaches
its minimum possible value of 1. Our conjecture that distributional morphology for
non-othogonal true vectors is not tied to the exact individual values of σ1 and σ2 , but
rather their relative values as reflected by κσ is suggested by the equivariant cases, all
of which are morphologically identical despite spanning a significant range of input
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variance. This is one of the only characteristics of the histograms in Fig. 6.4 and
Fig. 6.1 and may thus be indicative of a more general trend. It is certainly obvious
that points in the parameter space where κσ = 1 have unique characteristics.

6.6

The Parameter Space of Histogram Morphologies
Although not exhaustively investigated in the current work, the results obtained

thus far strongly suggest histogram morphology is strongly dependent on at least two
parameters, the relative geometry between the true vectors θ and the relative variance
of the instrument noise κσ . Although we are unable to say for sure whether or not
the (θ, κσ ) plane completely spans the range of histogram morphologies or exactly
how various points in this plane produce observed histogram results in general, we
are able to draw the following conclusions about the parameter space of histogram
morphologies:
1. The equivariant line where κσ = 1 establishes a similarity class of distributions
which are correlated by a single scale parameter. It may furthermore be the
case that any line of constant κσ creates such a similarity class.
2. For all θ, κσ is a measure of the similarity between TRIAD and solutions to
Wahba’s problem, while for θ 6= 90◦ , κσ is a more general shape parameter.
3. For fixed κσ 6= 1, variation of θ produces extreme variation in histogram morphology, the mechanism behind which is currently unexplained.
It is possible that the extreme morphological variation in error histograms between
cases of fixed κσ and variable θ can be explained in terms of statistical information. In
particular, if the two true vectors are non-orthogonal, the total amount of information
they are capable of contributing is less than the ideal orthogonal case. For equivariant
distributions however, the information produced by each vector is symmetric, thus
leading to a similarly shaped distribution as for the orthogonal true vector cases. For
unequal variance cases, this symmetry is broken and thus for non-orthogonal cases
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Figure 6.6.. Comparison of Monte Carlo histogram (blue) and QMM predicted distribution for δ (red). While the QMM distribution has a similar shape, the mean and
curvature of the distributions are noticeably distinct.

where there is a nontrivial projection of the statistics of each vector onto the other,
this asymmetry leads to a large diversity of morphological variation. It should be
made clear however that exact mechanisms leading to the emergence of morphological
complexity in these cases and relative morphological variation correlating with lines
of constant κσ and variable θ are not yet known.

6.7

Comparison with The QMM
We can compare the results obtained from Monte Carlo simulation to the predic-

tions of the QMM in two ways. The first is a direct comparison of the moments E[δ]
and E[δ 2 ] predicted by the QMM to the fitted moments in Table 6.2. The QMM
covariance predictions can be used to obtain QMM predictions of E[δ] and E[δ 2 ] by
noting that EQMM [δ 2 ] = tr P , which for equivariant cases is given by
!

2

EQMM [δ ] = σ

2

2
+p ,
||b1 × b2 ||2

(6.14)
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Algorithm

QUEST

TRIAD

D(PMC ||PQMM )

-1.8745

-7.4258

Table 6.4.. Kullback-Leibler divergence for QUEST and TRIAD: Monte Carlo results
versus QMM predicted distribution.

where p = 1/2 for solutions to Wahba’s problem and p = 1 for TRIAD. Since ||b1 ×
b2 || = 1 for b1 × b2 orthogonal, we find

EQMM [δ 2 ] =




2.5σ 2


3σ 2

QUEST/q-Method
(6.15)
TRIAD.

Comparison to the fitted power law which reports E[δ 2 ] ≈ 2.419σ 2 for solutions to
Wahba’s problem and E[δ 2 ] ≈ 2.709σ 2 for TRIAD shows that the QMM systematically miscalculates these moment curves by roughly 4.2% for solutions to Wahba’s
problem and 11.1% for TRIAD, regardless of the magnitude of σ. While the estimation for solutions to Wahba’s problem is surprisingly good considering the number of
assumptions made by QMM, it is to be remembered that QMM systematically miscalculates these moments, so that there is no measurement regime in which QMM is
more accurate than 4.2%, e.g. no convergence of the error to zero for “small” measurement noise as might be assumed initially. Furthermore we have only addressed the
moment estimates provided by QMM and not the distributional statistics. A probable cause of the systematic miscalculation of the QMM moment estimates is the slight
non-Gaussianity of the Monte Carlo error histograms, which violate an assumption
of the QMM that the output distribution is exactly similar to the input distribution.
A comparison of the QMM predicted distribution for δ and the Monte Carlo results
for the (1◦ , 1◦ ) case is shown in Figure 6.6. Here we see that the QMM predicted
distribution follows the same general curve as the Monte Carlo histogram, but as expected the true histogram is noticeably different at the distributional level. We may
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furthermore compare a predicted distribution Q to a precisely known distribution P
using the Kullback-Leibler divergence, cf. [118–120], given by
D(P ||Q) =

Z∞
−∞

P (x) log

P (x)
dx.
Q(x)

(6.16)

The Kullback-Leibler divergence between the QMM predicted distributions and Monte
Carlo histograms was computed for QUEST and TRIAD and is shown in section 6.7.
As is expected from the single moment analysis, we see the true distribution for
TRIAD is approximated worse by the QMM than QUEST. The Kullback-Leibler
divergence for distributions which are considered similar is generally |D(P ||Q)| < 1,
hence the Kullback-Leibler divergence for both classes of methods reinforces and measures the observable difference in predicted and fitted distributions shown in Fig. 6.6.

6.8

Angular Noise Bias
It is commonly claimed, e.g. in [1] or [23], that the attitude estimates resulting

from solutions to Wahba’s problem are unbiased, viz. that E[δ] = 0, a claim which we
have shown is false in the cases we examine. Furthermore for this claim to be true, it
should also be the case that the distribution of measurement vectors is unbiased, viz.
given a noisy measurement b with a true value b̂ that E[b] = b̂. Using the angular
decomposition and direct incorporation of the unbiased noise into these angular coordinates, it may be shown the final Cartesian vector is itself biased and furthermore
no simple subtraction of this bias is possible which preserves the unitary requirement
on the vector norms. This fact is consistent with our conclusions, but inconsistent
with the QMM. Furthermore while it is simple to verify numerically, it may also be
shown analytically and a simple expression for E[b] obtained, thus demonstrating a
rigorous analytic result which supports our numerical conclusions.
We consider a single noisy measurement b associated with the angular pair (θ, φ)
where θ = θ̂ + nθ and φ = φ̂ + nφ for ‘true’ angles (θ̂, φ̂) and unbiased, Gaussian noise
f (nθ , nφ ) =

1 −(n2θ +n2φ )/2σ2
e
.
2πσ 2

(6.17)
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Since b is constructed from the typical spherical to Cartesian transformation we have

b=

sin φ cos θ 




 sin φ sin θ 













and b̂ =

sin φ̂ cos θ̂ 




 sin φ̂ sin θ̂  .





(6.18)

cos φ̂

cos φ

Thus by definition E[b] is given by
E[b1 ] =
E[b2 ] =
E[b3 ] =

Z∞
−∞
Z∞
−∞
Z∞

dnθ
dnθ
dnθ

−∞
Z∞
−∞
Z∞

dnφ sin(φ̂ + nφ ) cos(θ̂ + nθ )f (nθ , nφ ),
dnφ sin(φ̂ + nφ ) sin(θ̂ + nθ )f (nθ , nφ ),

(6.19)

dnφ cos(θ̂ + nθ )f (nθ , nφ ).

−∞

−∞

6.8.1

Z∞

Two Trigonometric Integrals

We can show the integrals in Eq. (6.19) can be reduced to sums and products of
the integrals
Z∞

Ic (σ) =

−ξ 2 /2σ 2

dξ cos(ξ)e

and Is (σ) =

−∞

Z∞

dξ sin(ξ)e−ξ

2 /2σ 2

(6.20)

.

−∞

From Euler’s identity we may write
eiξ + e−iξ
eiξ − e−iξ
cos ξ =
and sin ξ =
.
2
2i

(6.21)

Thus
Z∞

 ∞

∞



Z
1 Z
2
2
2
2
Ic (σ) =
dξ cos(ξ)e
=  dξeiξ−ξ /2σ +
dξe−iξ−ξ /2σ 
2
−∞
−∞
−∞
i
√
√
1 h√
2
2
2
2πσ 2 e−σ /2 + 2πσ 2 e−σ /2 = 2πσe−σ /2 ,
=
2
−ξ 2 /2σ 2

(6.22)

where we have used the gaussian integral
Z∞
−∞

dξe

bξ−aξ 2

r

=

π b2 /2a
e
,
a

(6.23)
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which may be shown by completing the square and applying the well-known formula
2

for the integral of e−aξ for all real ξ. Similarly1
Z∞

 ∞

∞



Z
1 Z
2
2
2
2
Is (σ) =
dξ sin(ξ)e
=  dξeiξ−ξ /2σ −
dξe−iξ−ξ /2σ 
2i
−∞
−∞
−∞
i
√
1 h√
2
2
2πσ 2 e−σ /2 − 2πσ 2 e−σ /2 = 0.
=
2i

6.8.2

−ξ 2 /2σ 2

(6.24)

Calculation of E[b]

Let us now return to the calculation of the integrals of Eq. (6.19). We calculate
these one at a time,
E[b1 ] =

Z∞

dnθ

−∞
 ∞
Z

=

Z∞

dnφ sin(φ̂ + nφ ) cos(θ̂ + nθ )f (nθ , nφ ),

−∞

 ∞
Z


dnφ sin(φ̂ + nφ )f (nφ )

= sin φ̂
× cos θ̂

dnθ cos(θ̂ + nθ )f (nθ ) .

−∞

−∞







Z∞

−∞
Z∞

dnφ cos nφ f (nφ ) + cos φ̂



dnφ sin nφ f (nφ )

−∞
Z∞

dnθ cos nθ f (nθ ) − sin θ̂

−∞

Z∞

(6.25)



dnθ sin nθ f (nθ )

−∞

"

Ic (σ)
Is (σ)
= sin φ̂ √
+ cos φ̂ √
2πσ
2πσ
2

#"

Ic (σ)
Is (σ)
cos θ̂ √
− sin θ̂ √
2πσ
2πσ

#

2

= sin φ̂ cos θ̂e−σ = b̂1 e−σ ,
where f (nθ ) and f (nφ ) are the univariate Gaussian distributions for nθ and nφ respectively, and we have used the fact that f (nθ , nφ ) = f (nθ )f (nφ ). By similar calculations,
we find
E[b2 ] = b̂2 e−σ

2

and E[b3 ] = b̂3 e−σ

and thus



E[b] =

−σ 2

,

(6.26)



 b̂1 e





2
 b̂2 e−σ  ,




2

b̂3 e−σ

1

2 /2

/2

Note that this result is also obvious from the antisymmetry of sin ξ.

(6.27)
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which is the effective measurement bias for the angular noise model.
Suppose that knowing Eq. (6.27) we wished to find a way to subtract this bias
from a given noisy measurement b3 . We see that ||E[b]|| < 1 for any σ > 0 with
||E[b]|| = 1 only if σ = 0, under which case E[b] = b̂ as is expected. Thus the
vector b − E[b] is not a unit vector and cannot be used for attitude determination.
Subtracting then renormalizing simply introduces a bias due to the renormalization.
This bias or a renormalization bias is therefore always present for noisy vectors, and
hence represents a fundamental limitation of the precision of attitude inputs which
would be challenging to extract via a filtering algorithm or multiple measurements
from the same sensor.
It is possible to use Eq. (6.27) to calculate the bias at the input for the spherical
noise model. This is
β = ||b̂−E[b]||2
2

2

= b̂21 (1 − e−σ )2 + b̂22 (1 − e−σ )2 + b̂23 (1 − e−σ

2 /2

)2

2

= (sin2 φ cos2 θ + sin2 φ sin2 θ)(1 − e−σ )2 + cos2 φ(1 − e−σ
2

= 1 − 2 sin2 φe−σ − 2 cos2 φe−σ
= 1 − 2 cos2 φe−σ

2 /2

2 /2

2 /2

2

+ cos2 φe−σ + sin2 φe−2σ
2

)2

(6.28)

2

2

+ (cos2 φ − 2 sin2 φ)e−σ + sin2 φe−2σ .

We see that β is minimized when σ = 0 (when there is no bias because the noisy and
true measurements are equal) and
"

∂β
∂φ

#

= 0 for φ0 = nπ,
φ0

nπ
,
2

(6.29)

where n is any integer. Recall that φ is the azimuthal coordinate, thus the only
physically meaningful solutions are φ = 0 and ±π/2 of which 0 is the minimum. This
calculation therefore suggests that the bias may be minimized by making observations
along the local equatorial line of the observing instrument. At φ = 0 the bias is given
by
β = 1 − 2e−σ
3

2 /2

2

+ e−σ ,

(6.30)

Neglect for now the dependence on elements of b̂, which presumably we would use instead of b if
we knew this vector.
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which may be used as a best-case estimate of the bias for various sigma. We see this
bias is typically small, though not zero, with β ≈ 1.4 × 10−5 for the largest examined
σ of 5◦ .
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7. Summary and Recommendations
Using Monte Carlo methods we characterized the statistical response of three common attitude determination algorithms at the distributional level when using two
vector measurements convolved with zero-mean Gaussian noise. We considered a
large number of cases for the input error parameters σ1 and σ2 in order to systematically classify driving factors of the statistical response of the attitude errors for
arbitrary input variances. We found that in addition to the relative variance of the
input distributions the relative geometry of the designated ‘true’ measurement vectors significantly affected error histograms and thus ran simulation cases for two cases
of relative geometry, which corresponded to relative ‘true’ angles of θ = 53◦ and 90◦ .
Our results can be divided into the following three categories: (1) analysis of
error histograms for orthogonal true vectors, (2) analysis of error histograms for
non-orthogonal true vectors, and (3) comparison of results to predicted results from
the QUEST Measurement Model (QMM). In the first category we showed that the
general shapes of error histograms of δ for orthogonal true vectors are highly similar
regardless of the absolute or relative values of σ1 and σ2 , that this shape can be
fit well to a generalized gamma distribution and that the difference in performance
between TRIAD and solutions to Wahba’s problem at the distributional level can be
indexed by the similarity parameter κσ = σmax /σmin . Simulations suggest that putting
λ0 = λmax for QUEST does not noticeably change the overall distribution of attitude
estimates, implying that the attitude estimates are near lossless for all solutions to
Wahba’s problem uniformly for the entire distribution of Monte Carlo iterations.
Since there are a statistically significant number of iterations for which the attitude
error is large, this further means that solving Wahba’s problem for noisy measurement
vectors doesn’t necessarily imply obtained attitude estimates are precise. This result
suggests that alternative formulations to Wahba’s problem which better use measured
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information could be considered. Alternatively it is possible that the minimization of
Wahba’s problem yields the best possible estimate of the attitude given the quality
of information accessible from the vector measurements. This question should be
further studied in the light of the results we have obtained.
We found that the fitted gamma distributions for equivariant histograms can be
largely described by the variation of a single scale parameter, a, which has a linear dependence on the input variance. By fitting a versus σ to a regression curve
we obtained fitted parameters for a(σ) and thus are able to predict with significant
confidence output distributions for equivariant inputs with orthogonal ‘true’ (equivalently mean) measurement vectors. We also obtained similar fits for the moments of
equivariant distributions by direct numerical integration and log-log linear regression
fitting of the output, equivalently fitting to a power law in rectangular coordinates.
In the second category we found that equivariant histograms still retain a shape
which could be fitted to a generalized gamma distribution, despite a difference in
shape parameters relative to equivariant histograms for the first category. For unequal
variance histograms, κσ acts as a more general shape parameter in this case, indexing
not only the similarity of the histograms corresponding to TRIAD and solutions to
Wahba’s problem but also the degree of left-skewness, sharpness of the true peak,
and separation of the true peak and quasi-peak of the distribution. The union of the
first and second category results suggest a parameter space of histogram morphologies
which requires the specification of at least θ and κσ to predict resulting histogram
shape and statistics. It is also possible that other parameters, currently unknown,
may affect histogram morphology. While the exact mechanisms by which θ and κσ
produce observed morphologies is currently unknown, the examined cases suggest
that equivariant distributions for any fixed θ form a similarity class which may be
described by a single scale parameter, and furthermore that such a similarity class
may exist for any given κσ with θ fixed. Conversely variation in θ appears to have
no simple pattern, and furthermore has a coupled dependence with κσ , in such a way
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that while variation in κσ does correspond to extreme morphological variation in the
case where θ = 90◦ , this dependence may be clearly observed for θ = 53◦ .
The third category of results comprised a comparison of the obtained Monte Carlo
results to the QMM. We found that the QMM, which necessarily predicts zero mean
attitude error, disagrees with Monte Carlo histograms, but has similar morphology
for θ = 90◦ cases. Furthermore the QMM systematically misestimates E[δ], the only
statistic which the QMM provides informative results for, by roughly 4% for solutions to Wahba’s problem and 11% for TRIAD. From a distributional perspective
we demonstrated that Monte Carlo histograms for δ are noticeably different, despite
their similar shape, from the predictions of the QMM, which we quantified by calculating the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the QMM predicted and fitted Monte Carlo
distributions, finding |D(PMC ||PQMM )| > 1.
In addition to the three major results of this work, we added a short analytic calculation of the bias induced on the Cartesian reconstruction of a measurement vector
whose noise is angular, showing that a zero-bias assumption of the input statistics
does not even strictly survive the first coordinate transformation, but also that the
bias on the mean can be minimized by making measurements about the local equatorial line of the instrument. In this case the true mean is almost exactly the zero-bias
mean even for large σ and thus might be ignored.
Based on the conclusions of this work, we are able to make some recommendations for the topics of further studies within this field. First, we suggest that an
extended Monte Carlo campaign be carried out to fully explore the range of histogram
morphologies possible by varying θ and κσ jointly. A related task is to expand the
attempts to fit and explain the trends output histograms throughout wide ranges of
θ and κσ . It is likely that this campaign will be undertaken by the author shortly.
Our results also indicate the potential need for a reformulation of Wahba’s problem,
or at least a more complete investigation into its optimality, since we have shown
it is not just possible but under various cases of input noise even probable that the
estimated attitude nearly minimizes the loss function while having a large true er-
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ror. Although we have shown that the QMM may be an unrealtiable estimator of
actual statistical characteristics in applications where precision is required, the question persists whether or not a low-order approximation of the measurement statistics
could be obtained which provides a more realistic approximation of the mean and
covariance of attitude error at a much lower level of complexity than required by the
full Monte Carlo simulation. Finally a similar campaign of Monte Carlo simulation
might be considered for other measurement models, including the important class of
measurements of some physical vector P (for instance the Geomagnetic field) which
is convolved with Gaussian noise then normalized.
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